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ABSTRACT
Understanding long range electron transfer (ET) in proteins is of fundamental
interest to elucidate the complex nature of many biological processes. The mechanistic
discussion is highly debated in the literature and the factors that control this process are
still not clear. Because of the structural complexity and dynamic nature, it is very
difficult to correctly evaluate long range ET in proteins. The study of simple model
peptides having specific secondary structures is useful for a systematic and accurate
evaluation. The polypeptide matrix in the photosynthetic reaction centre is rich in helices
and this particular structural motif is believed to play an important role in ET in nature.
In this thesis, ET study through some synthetic α-helical model peptides is described.
The model peptides studied herein contain the redox-active ferrocene at one end and the
thiol-functionalised Cys residue at the other. Films of these peptides were formed on the
surface of gold electrodes via the Au-S bond, and by employing cyclic voltammetry, the
rate of ET between the pendant ferrocene and the gold electrode through the peptide
spacer has been evaluated. My study indicates that ET in α-helical peptides is a function
of molecular dynamics and occurs via a tunnelling mechanism. These findings are
significant and expected to offer new directions in the highly controversial discussion on
ET in proteins.
This thesis also describes investigations in two important areas of applications of
the α-helices. The first is “photocurrent generation upon laser excitation of lightharvesting

chromophore-functionalised

peptides”

which

mimics

the

natural

photosynthetic centre. This important area of research can promote development of
nano-scaled photovoltaic devices. Surprisingly, following the conventional experimental
protocols, a photocurrent was observed in the absence of a chromophore and even by the
ii

irradiation of a bare gold electrode with laser light. It is suggested that an important
consequence of laser irradiation has been overlooked in several publications and the socalled photocurrent phenomenon may be a consequence of laser heating.
“Peptide-protected nanoparticles” is another area of research receiving
significant attention these days due to its potential relevance in biomedical applications.
However, peptides are highly flexible and their structure can change depending on the
nature of the environment. Since the reactivity of a peptide is related to its secondary
structure, any conformational change could seriously alter the overall activity of the
peptide-protected nanoparticles. In this thesis, the structural investigation of an α-helical
peptide was carried out and it was found that the radius of curvature of nanoparticles has
a profound effect on the structure of the adsorbate peptides and thereby, may affect the
overall activity of the peptide-protected nanoparticles.

.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1. Overview
Electron transfer (ET) study of proteins is of fundamental interest to understand
the complex nature of photosynthesis, respiration and other important biological
processes.[1] To date, there are several reports[2-8] in the literature that have investigated
this phenomenon, but the interpretations are controversial and the actual mechanism of
ET and the factors that control this highly efficient process in nature are still elusive.
One of the major problems in this regard is that proteins are structurally complex: they
have multiple structural motifs (α-helix, β-sheet, etc.).[9] In addition, proteins are
dynamic and the time-scale for this dynamics can vary from ps to many seconds,[10-13]
resulting in potentially numerous structural conformers during the experimental
measurement of long range ET. Thus, studying ET in simple synthetic model peptides
having specific secondary structures is very useful to know the role of each motif in ET
and to have a correct interpretation of the experimental observation. Besides, the study is
also important for using peptide-based structures as possible candidates for molecular
electronics, which, because of the versatility of peptide syntheses and ease of
functionalization, are becoming increasingly popular. This thesis describes the study of
ET through some α-helical model peptides, motivated by the fact that the proteins
involved in biological ET is rich in helical content (Figure 1.1) and this particular
structural motif is believed to play an important role in ET in proteins.[14] The potential
1

of using the α-helical peptides for two nano-scaled applications (photocurrent generation
with chromophore-functionalized helical peptides and peptide-protected nanoparticles)
is also described in this thesis.

Figure 1.1. Helical peptides surrounding the heme group in a single subunit of the
reduced Alcaligenes xylosoxidans cytochrome c.[14b] Figure reproduced with the
permission from Lawson et al, The EMBO Journal 2000, 19, 5661. Copyright © 2000 by
the European Molecular Biology Organization.

2

1.2. The α-Helix
1.2.1. Structure
Proteins are polymers of the twenty common amino acids (AAs) which are
linked to each other by the amide bond (Figure 1.2). The number of AA in natural
proteins ranges from dozens to thousands.[9]

Figure 1.2. The amide bond and the related torsion angles.[9]

Each AA can locally change the peptide backbone (depending on the bulkiness
and the geometry of the side chain) and based on the sequence of the AAs, the backbone
adopts different secondary structures like helices, sheets and turns. Three torsion angles
(ω, Φ and Ψ) are used to describe the polypeptide backbone in a particular secondary
structure (Table 1.1).[15] Due to the partial double bond nature of the amide group, ω is
always around 180° (proline is the only exception, where ω ≈ 0°), whereas Φ and Ψ vary
depending on the secondary structure.[9, 15]

3

Table 1.1. Torsion angles (º) for the major
secondary structures observed in proteins. [15]
α-helix
310-helix
β-sheet
Antiparallel β-sheet
Polyproline I
Polyproline II

Φ

Ψ

ω

180
180
180
180
0
180

-57
-49
-119
-139
-83
-78

-47
-27
-47
135
158
149

The α-helix is the most frequently observed secondary structure observed in
proteins,[16] where ω, Φ and Ψ are 180º, -57º and -47º, respectively.[15] In the α-helix, the
polypeptide backbone adopts a coiled conformation. Each turn consists of 3.6 amino
acid residues with a pitch length of 5.4 Å.[9,15] One of the special features of the α-helix
is that this structure orients the N-H of a particular amide group (ith) to the C=O of
another that is situated four residues away (i+4th) in such a fashion that they can form an
intra-molecular hydrogen bond, resulting in a network of H-bonds throughout the helical
backbone (Figure 1.3).[9,15]
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Figure 1.3. Structure of the α-helix showing intra-molecular H-bonding network and the
related dihedrals.
Another important feature of the α-helix is the presence of a strong and
permanent dipole moment (DM) along the helical axis.[17] Each amide has a DM (about
3.5 D) and in the α-helix, the amides are oriented in the same direction (Figure 1.4). The
positive and the negative ends of the dipole are at the N- and C-terminals respectively.
This DM produces a strong electrostatic field along the helical axis and is believed to
play an important role in ET.[18-20]

5

Figure 1.4. Dipole moment in an amide bond (left) and the arrangement of the individual
dipoles in the α-helix, resulting in a net dipole moment along the helical axis (right).
1.2.2. Design of Synthetic α-Helices
The design of short synthetic model α-helical peptides is challenging. If the αhelical peptide is removed from the protective environment of the protein, its secondary
structure may not be stable.[21,22] An extensive array of literature demonstrates the many
and varied methods by which isolated α-helices may be stabilized: (i) the use of salt
bridges as non-covalent side-chain restraints,[23] (ii) a variety of covalent side-chain
linking agents[24-31] and metal ions that can be ligated to specific side-chains,[32] (iii) π-π
interaction among the side chains of AAs[33] (Figure 1.5).

6

Figure 1.5. Few examples to stabilize the α-helix.[15] Figures redrawn from ref. 15.

Leu-based peptides are well-known for adopting α-helical conformation. Leu has
the highest helix forming potential of all the naturally occurring AAs[34-36] and in nature,
Leu is frequently observed in the helical motifs of proteins.[34,35] Synthetic Leu-rich
peptides are stabilized by the hydrophobic interactions among the branched side chain of
Leu residues.[34,37]

1.2.3. Dynamics of the α-Helix
One of the important features of short synthetic helices is that they exist as an
equilibrium mixture of α- and 310-helical conformers in solution (Figure 1.6).[38] The 310
conformer is more stretched (the corresponding dihedrals are 180, −49 and −27° for ω,
Φ and Ψ, respectively) and generally less stable (because of the steric repulsions among
the side chains of AA residues) compared to the α-helical conformer although the
number of H-bonds is greater in the former (the intra-molecular H-bonding pattern is
different in the 310 conformer; ith residue forms H-bond with the i+3th one).[38-45]
Extensive molecular dynamics (MD) simulations showed that the time-scale for this
equilibrium is ~ ps[46,47] and experimental studies indicated that dynamics of this
equilibrium is affected by the nature of the AA residues, length of the peptide, solvent
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and temperature.[38-45] With the increase of the chain length and decrease of the
temperature, the equilibrium shifts to the α-helical conformer.[38,48]

Figure 1.6. α- and 310–helical conformers.

1.3. General Electron Transfer Theory
According to Marcus, the rate of ET from a donor (D) to an acceptor (A)
separated by a bridge (B) (Scheme 1.1) is expressed by Equation 1.1.[2]

Scheme 1.1. ET from a donor (D) to an acceptor (A) through a bridge (B).
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Where, h = the Planck’s constant,
kB = the Boltzmann constant,
HDA = the electronic coupling matrix between the D and A. Its value depends on
the D-A separation and the nature of the bridge; with the increase of the
separation, HAD generally decreases exponentially resulting in an exponential
decrease of ET rate from the D to the A.

ΔG ≠ = the reaction activation energy, and

λ = the reorganization energy which is associated with the nuclear rearrangement
upon ET.

The potential energy of both the reactant (D-B-A) and the product (D+-B-A-)
states is a function of the change in all the coordinates associated with the nuclei within
the D-B-A and the surrounding medium, and hence the associated potential energy
surfaces (PESs) are multidimensional.[2,49] For the reactant (D-B-A), there is a particular
conformation which has the lowest potential energy and similarly, there is another
minimum for the product state (D+-B-A-). The complex multidimensional scenario can
be visualized by a simple one-dimensional PES along the coordinate connecting the DB-A and D+-B-A- minima. From Equation 1.1, we can see that when ΔG 0 < λ , the rate
of ET increases with the increase of ΔG 0 (the normal region), and reaches a maximum
at ΔG 0 = λ (the reaction becomes activation-less at this point). But when ΔG 0 > λ , ket
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is predicted to decrease again (the “inverted region”), giving overall a parabolic
dependence of ket on ΔG 0 (Figure 1.7).[2,50] This prediction has been shown to be true for
proteins[6] by measuring ket at different ΔG 0 , validating the Marcus theory of ET.

Figure 1.7. Graphical representation of the driving force dependency of the ET rate.[2,50]
Figure redrawn from ref. 50.
1.4. Determination of the Electron Transfer Rate by Electrochemical Methods

For the electrochemical determination of the ET rates, a clean gold electrode is
soaked in a solution of the compound of interest which typically has a thiol group at one
end and a redox-active group (usually ferrocene, Fc) at the other.[51] Gold has a strong
tendency to react with the thiol and the compound is bound covalently on the surface of
gold electrode via the formation of the Au-S bond. After five days (conventionally), the
electrode is taken out from the solution and washed thoroughly with the solvent to
remove any physisorbed compounds. The procedure is very straightforward and is called
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“self-assembly”.[52] In the literature, there are numerous reports that used this procedure
to form organic monolayers (self-assembled monolayers or SAMs) on gold surface
(Scheme 1.2).[19,20,51-53]

Scheme 1.2. Schematic representation of self assembly on gold surfaces.

The modified electrode is then attached to an electrochemical cell and cyclic
voltammograms (CV) are recorded. In CV, potential of the gold electrode is scanned
over a range and at certain potentials, the Fc moiety is oxidized, the electron travels
through the spacer to the electrode and a current peak is obtained. When the direction of
the scan is reversed, the oxidized Fc+ takes up the lost electron back from the electrode
giving another peak in the opposite direction (Figure 1.8).[51] CVs are recorded at
different scan rates. Depending on the ET kinetics, scan rate can vary from 0.001 (for
slow ET kinetics) to thousands of V/s (fast). If the rate of ET between the Fc and the
gold electrode through the spacer is faster than the scan rate in CV, there will be no
separation between the oxidation and the reduction peaks. When ET is slower than the
scan rate, the moving electron lags behind the scan rate and those peaks becomes
11

separated. The CVs collected in these faster scan rates are used to extract the rate of ET
through the spacer.[51]

Figure 1.8. Change of potential with time in a CV experiment (left) and a typical CV
showing peaks due to the redox activity of the Fc moiety (right).

The application of the Marcus theory (discussed in section 1.3) to extract ket from
the above electrochemical assembly is not straight-forward.[54] In this case, ButlerVolmer (B-V) formalism[55] is simple and at low driving force, gives results consistent
with the Marcus model.[54,56] In the B-V formalism, the current and the rate for a
reversible ET process are given by Equations 1.3-1.5:[55]

k Re d = k o e −αf ( E − E

o'

)

kOx = k o e (1−α ) f ( E − E

1.3
o'

)

o'

i = FAk o [COx e −αf ( E − E ) − C Re d e (1−α ) f ( E − E

1.4
o'
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1.5

Where,

ko = the standard rate constant,
α = the transfer coefficient,
COxd = concentration of the oxidized species,
CRed = concentration of the reduced species,
E = the potential,
Eo’ = the formal potential of the redox group,
i = the current,
F = the Faraday constant, and
A = the surface area of the working electrode.
After background subtraction, the redox peaks in CV can be used to extract ET
rates using spreadsheet programs. The B-V formalism is a very popular method and
using this, to date, a vast amount of work exists in the literature that reported ET rates
through different spacers like alkyl,[57] peptide,[58] protein,[54] DNA,[59] etc..
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1.5. Literature Review on Electron Transfer in α-Helices

A detailed survey of the literature indicates that the discussion on ET in the αhelix is controversial.
Inai et al.[60,61] excluded the possibility for α-helical peptides as charge
mediators. The authors observed an irregular distance dependence of ET and concluded
that the helical peptide backbone in between the D and A has no influence on ET, which
otherwise would have shown a decrease in the ET rate with the increase of the distance.
Quite controversially, Batchelder et al. reported the helical backbone as an
excellent conducting medium.[62] By investigating photo-induced ET from a donor (N,Ndimethylanilino, DMA) to an acceptor (2-naphthalenyl, Np) in two sets of helical
peptides of increasing length (Figure 1.9), they observed weakly distance dependent
intra-molecular ET and suggested that the electronic coupling between the D and A
through the helical backbone is strong and is responsible for the weak decay of ET rate
with the increase of the distance. They also investigated[18] the effect of the helix dipole
moment on ET by switching the positions of the D and A in the same sequence. In the
first set (Figure 1.9), the direction of ET is with the direction of the DM, whereas in the
second set, it is opposite. ET was found to be favored when the direction of ET was
against the DM (second set) and thereby, electrostatically favored (note that a chargedseparated pair, D•+A•- is produced after ET event in the neutral DA pair). Similar
observations were reported when the same group investigated this phenomenon with
different sets of α-helical peptides and different donors.[63]
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Figure 1.9. The helical peptides used by Batchelder et al. for studying photo-induced
ET.[62] Figure redrawn from ref. 62.

The fact that α-helical peptides are good conductors was also supported by
several other groups[19,64] and the mechanistic details of ET raised significant interest
from both theoretical and experimental points of view. However, the discussion is still
debated and involves several suggestions.
Zheng et al.[65] suggested the involvement of a tunneling mechanism in ET
through the helical peptide. They also reported that the tunneling of electron follows the
“distance model” of ET in proteins, i.e. ET is simply a function of the distance between
the donor and the acceptor, and is not sensitive to the detailed structure (whether αhelical or β-sheet, etc) of the intervening peptide matrix.[5,6] The authors investigated ET
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in a “metal-ion assembled parallel three-helix bundle” containing a ruthenium(II)tris(bipyridyl) as the electron donor and ruthenium(III)pentammine as the acceptor
(Figure 1.10), separated by ~15Å. The ET rate obtained for this system was compared to
those in which specific amide groups (which were responsible for the intra-molecular Hboning network) in the peptide backbone were deleted with ester moieties (thereby,
deleting specific intramolecular H-bonds). CD spectroscopy indicated that the deletion
of the H-bonds did not produce any significant structural change and the separation
between the D and A was assumed to be unchanged compared to that in the undeleted
sequence. The experimentally determined ET rates for the “wild-type” and the H-bond
deleted three-helix bundles were similar.
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Figure 1.10. The “parallel three-helix bundle” containing [Ru(bpy)3]2+ as the electron
donor and [Ru(NH3)5(his)]3+ as the electron acceptor studied by Zheng et al. (left) and
it’s H-bond deleted analog (right). For clarity, only the helical backbone in which Hbond was deleted, is shown.[65] Figure reproduced with the permission from Zheng et al,
J. Phys. Chem. B., 2003, 107, 7288. Copyright © 2003 American Chemical Society.

Sisido et al.[66] also suggested tunneling as the possible mechanism in the helix,
but proposed that the intra-molecular H-bond pathways play a critical role in the
tunneling process and ET is sensitive to the structure of the peptide spacer in between
the donor and the acceptor, i.e. tunneling follows the “pathway model” of ET in proteins
introduced by Beraton and Gray.[7,8] The authors synthesized a set of helical peptides
having increasing length and containing a pyrenyl group as the donor and a nitrophenyl
as the acceptor. The ET rate constants showed a complex distance dependence (Figure
1.11) and the authors pointed out that the H-bonds in between the D and A may provide
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a shortcut for ET so that an electron tunnels through the H-bond pathway rather than
taking the path via the entire helical loop. Sisido’s observations agree with a vast body
of work indicating the importance of H-bond in mediating ET in nature.[7,67-70]

Figure 1.11. ET rate constants of the helical peptides studied by Sisido et al. plotted as
a function of the spacer unit between the donor pyrenyl (Py) group and the acceptor
nitrophenyl group. The molecular model shows the positions of the acceptor in the
peptides.[66] Figure reproduced with the permission from Sisido et al., J. Phys. Chem. B.,
2001, 105, 10407. Copyright © 2001 American Chemical Society.
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Morita et al.[19] suggested an alternative mechanism of ET in helical peptides.
They electrochemically investigated ET through films of helical peptides formed on gold
surface via the Au-S bond and having terminally attached redox-active ferrocene (Fc)
(Figure 1.12). The ET rates were found to be faster than those calculated assuming
tunneling through the peptide backbone and the authors suggested that the faster rates
are due to a sequential hopping mechanism.[71-73] According to this model, it is proposed
that when an electron has to travel a long distance, i.e. when the length of the bridge is
large, tunneling is not favorable. Instead the electron is transferred first from the D to the
nearby unoccupied molecular orbital (MO) of the bridge and then, it hops sequentially
via the local MOs and finally reaches the A (Figure 1.13). Morita et al. suggested the
amide groups as the most possible hopping sites. However in this study, the role of Hbond in the calculation of ET (assuming tunneling) was completely ignored.
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Figure 1.12. Molecular structures of the helical peptides investigated by Morita et al.
(upper panel) and CVs of the peptide SAMs on gold electrodes: FcL16SS (red),
SSL16Fc (blue) (lower panel).[19] Figures reproduced with the permission from Morita et
al., J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2003, 125, 8732. Copyright © 2003 American Chemical Society.
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Figure 1.13. Representation of the tunneling (left) and hopping (right) mechanisms in a
D-B-A system containg a helical peptide as the bridge (B).

Malak et al. investigated ET in a series of oligoprolines [(bpy)2RuIIL-PronapyRuIII)(NH3)5]5++ n= 0 to 9) (Figure 1.14).[74] The corresponding separation between
the D and the A was 9-32 Å and a transition from a strong distance dependent ET regime
to a weak one was observed (Figure 1.15). The shorter peptides (n = 0-4) showed an
exponential decay of the rate constant (the decay constant, β = 1.4 Å-1), consistent with
the tunneling mechanism. But for the longer peptides, β was very low (0.18 Å-1). The
authors suggested that tunneling may be possible for shorter peptides, but for longer
ones in which the separations between the D and the A are large, the mechanism of ET
changes from tunneling to the more favorable sequential hopping.
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Figure 1.14. Molecular structures of the oligoprolines investigated by Malak et al.[74]
Figure redrawn from ref. 74.

Figure 1.15. ET rates plotted as a function of the distance for the oligoprolines studied
by Malak et al.[74] Figure reproduced with the permission from Malak et al., J. Am.
Chem. Soc., 2004, 126, 13888. Copyright © 2004 American Chemical Society.
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In this regard, the work performed by Sek et al. is also worth mentioning. Sek
investigated[75] ET through a series of oligoglycine (Fc-CO(Gly)nNH-(CH2)2-SH (where
Fc = ferrocene; Gly = glycine; n = 2-6). Like Malak et al.,[74] they also observed
exponential decrease of ET for shorter peptides and a transition to a weaker regime with
the increase of the peptide length. They supported the notion that this transition is related
to the change in ET mechanism i.e. from tunneling to hopping. Watanabe et al.[76]
calculated the energies of the HOMO and LUMO of the Fc and the amide. The energy of
the amide LUMO was found to be too high to transfer an electron from the Fc and the
authors suggested that the hopping process in the bridge possibly involves hole transfer
via the local HOMOs (Figure 1.16).
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Figure 1.16. Illustration of the hole transfer in helical peptides.[76] Figure reproduced
with the permission from Watanabe et al. J. Phys. Chem. B., 2005, 109, 14416.
Copyright © 2005 American Chemical Society.

The transition from an exponential to a weakly distance dependent regime is the
basis for the above authors[19,74-76] to suggest the hopping mechanism in ET through
helical peptides. But unfortunately, these authors completely neglected the importance
of tunneling through the intra-molecular H-bond. Polo et al.[64] pointed out that with the
increase of the length of the helix by the addition of an extra AA, an extra intra-
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molecular H-bond is formed and this H-bond can act as a bypass for the tunneling
electron and is responsible for the weak distance dependence and higher rates of ET.
From the above discussion, we see conflicting reports about the conductivity of
the α-helix: Inai et al. described it as an insulator,[60,61] whereas Batchelder et al.
reported it as a conducting medium.[62] The mechanistic discussion of ET also includes
several suggestions (tunneling following different models,[65,66] hopping of electrons[19]
or holes[76]) and can be visualized from the following flow chart (Figure 1.17).

Figure 1.17. A flow chart reflecting the controversies that exist in the literature about the
conductivity and ET mechanism of the α-helix.
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1.6. Applications of α-Helical Peptides
1.6.1. Photocurrent Generation with Chromophore-functionalized Helical Peptides

There are several fascinating reports[77-80] in which the natural photo-system was
mimicked by synthetic α-helices functionalized with light-harvesting chromophores. In
these studies, films of helical peptides with chromophores are formed on the surface of
gold electrodes. Upon excitation of the chromophore by a laser of suitable wavelength
(the λmax of the chromophore), a photocurrent is generated. The potential of the modified
electrode can be varied to change the direction and the intensity of the generated
photocurrent.
The first report[77] on photocurrent generation by peptide films was published by
Morita et al. SAMs of helical peptides containing N-ethylcarbazolyl (ECz) group were
prepared and after the excitation of the ECz group, photocurrent was produced. Later,
Yanagisawa et al. reported[78] the increase of photocurrent intensity with the increase of
the number of light-harvesting chromophores in the helical backbone. Yasutomi et al.[80]
exploited the use of chromophores having λmax at different wavelengths and the effect of
the helix dipole moment on the photocurrent to prepare “molecular diodes”. They
synthesized two helical peptides having chromophores that absorb at different
wavelengths (Figure 1.18). In one peptide the disulfide group was at the N-terminal side,
whereas in the other it was at the C-terminal side of the peptide. A mixed film of the
peptides was prepared on gold surface via the formation of the Au-S bond and upon
excitation of the chromophore, generation of dipole-controlled photocurrent was
demonstrated.
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Figure 1.18. The upper panel shows the chemical structures of the chromophorefunctionalized helical peptides studied by Morita et al. and illustrates the light-induced
photocurrent generation by the molecular assembly formed on the surface of gold
electrodes. The lower panel shows photocurrent signals from the “molecular diode”
upon irradiation at different wavelengths. Figures reproduced with the permission from
Yasutomi et al. Science, 2004, 304, 1944. Copyright © 2004 by the American
Association for the Advancement of Science.
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1.6.2. Peptide-Protected Gold Nanoparticles

Peptide-protected nanoparticle is another active area of research receiving
significant attention these days due to their potential relevance in biomedical
applications. There are several reports[81-84] in which peptide/protein protected
nanoparticles have been suggested for applications like targeted drug delivery, imaging,
and molecular recognition. Especially, labelling of peptides or proteins of interest with
gold nanoparticles offers the use of imaging techniques, such as electron microscopy,
video-enhanced color differential interference contrast microscopy, and fluorescence for
the elucidation of targeted drug delivery in vitro.[81,82] Fuente et al.[81] tracked the
delivery of peptide-protected nanoparticles and studied “the cell-particle interactions”.
Tkachenko et al.[82] took this approach one step further to study the feasibility of some
biologically important peptide sequences to target the cell nucleus (Figure 1.19).
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Figure 1.19. Images showing different degrees of incorporation of the peptide protected
gold nanoparticles into the cell nucleus.[82] Figures reproduced with the permission from
Tkachenko et al., J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2003, 125, 4700. Copyright © 2003 American
Chemical Society.
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1.7. Research Objectives

As described in section 1.5, the published reports describing the ET in α-helical
peptides, are highly controversial. Reports excluding the possibility for α-helical
peptides as charge mediators were published,[60,61] although several groups claimed the
helical backbone as an excellent ET medium.[62,63] At this point, the mechanistic
interpretation of the experimental data is even more controversial. Despite the welldocumented flexibility of the α-helical structure and its ability to undergo large
amplitude motions,[85-87] none of the existing studies on ET in peptides has included the
role of the dynamic properties in their mechanistic interpretations. The result is a range
of often contradicting ET mechanisms that change widely between different peptide
systems and different experimental conditions, making it exceedingly difficult to extract
a coherent model for ET in helical peptides.
Similar confusion existed in the discussion[88-94] of ET in DNA, which is another
semi-rigid molecule. However, recent work by Barton and Schuster demonstrated a nonstatic model, in which the dynamic properties of DNA are crucial for the correct
mechanistic interpretation of experimental data.[95-97] Thus, we speculated that a similar
type of behavior may be a factor in ET in α-helical peptides and decided to explore
whether molecular dynamics (MD) plays a role in the ET in this particular structural
motif. If MD is indeed relevant in ET in α-helical peptides, then neglecting this effect
would ultimately lead to incorrect interpretations of the experimental observations and
may explain the current confusion in this area.
In this thesis, I am addressing this issue directly and will present a novel strategy
to clarify this concern, making use of a series of α-helical model peptides. In Chapter 2,
results will be presented demonstrating that ET in the α-helix is indeed dependent on the
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MD properties. Work presented in this thesis is the first to suggest the importance of
MD. This, of course, raises related questions. How does MD modulate the ET in αhelical peptides? How does it relate to the existing ET theories for proteins? Chapter 3
will address these questions.
After exploring the mechanism of ET in α-helical peptides, I decided to explore
the feasibility of this particular secondary structure for nano-scaled applications. Two
extremely important areas have been investigated and the results are presented in this
thesis:
(1) The first application is “photocurrent generation with chromophore-functionalized
helical peptides”. As described in section 1.6.1, the study of photocurrent generation by
mimicking the natural photo-system with synthetic α-helices functionalized with lightharvesting chromophores is important for developing artificial solar energy converters,
and exploring the possibility of using α-helical peptides as scaffolds for nano-scaled
photovoltaic devices. We wanted to study the possibility of using our peptides for this
purpose and the results of this study are described in Chapter 4.
(2) The second application investigated in this thesis is “peptide-protected gold
nanoparticles”. As described in section 1.6.2, peptide-protected nanoparticles are
potentially important for biomedical application. One of the inherent problems in this
regard is that peptides are highly flexible and can change their structure depending on
the chemical environment. Since the function of peptides is related to their secondary
structure, it is crucial to test the structural integrity of the peptides in any given chemical
environment. We conducted a structural investigation of an α-helix on the surface of
nanoparticles having different sizes and discovered significant structural changes of the
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peptide secondary structure as a function of the radius of curvature of the nanoparticle
surface. The results of this study are presented in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
Electron Transfer across α-Helical Peptides: Potential Influence of
Molecular Dynamics

2.1. Connecting Text
As described in chapter one, the discussion of ET in the α-helix is highly
controversial, and in spite of the well-known dynamic properties of this particular motif
and the effect of dynamics on ET in similar systems like DNA, none of the existing
literature has addressed the role of this important factor on ET in the α-helix. Chapter 2
deals with this issue. Results of an in-depth surface electrochemical study are presented
for a series of leucine-rich α-helical peptides. For the first time, the role of molecular
dynamics on the ET properties of peptide films is reported. This chapter forms the
foundation for the later chapters that deal with this issue in more depth.
This paper has been reproduced with the permission from Chem. Phys. 2006, 326, 246251. Copyright © 2007 Elsevier B.V. This paper is co-authored by H.-B. Kraatz. I am
the major contributor to this work in terms of the experimental study and writing. The
final manuscript is the result of valuable suggestions and thorough revision from Prof.
Kraatz. The manuscript will be used verbatim in my thesis.
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2.2. Introduction
Intramolecular electron transfer (ET) across proteins using synthetic α-helical
model peptides has currently received significant attention. Understanding the
mechanistic details of ET is important for elucidating ET in biological processes, such as
photosynthesis,[1-3] and the knowledge might be useful for the emerging field of
molecular electronics.
Recently, theoretical studies have predicted that ET along a polypeptide chain
involves essential large amplitude chain motions.[4] Computational vibration analysis
also confirmed several types of vibrations in α-helical peptides: C–C and C–N torsions,
and bond angle bending, which produce collective motions, such as global bending,
stretching, and cylindrical deformation.[5] Experimental evidence for spring mechanics
of α-helical polypeptides has already been reported.[6] The collective motions could play
a very important role in ET through α-helical peptide. In fact, similar types of global
motions were theoretically studied for DNA[7-10] and dynamic effect on ET through
DNA has been invoked.[11,12] Torsional motions primarily affect the electronic coupling
between adjacent electronic sites[13] and for DNA, a model was suggested whereby ET is
gated by base motions, with only certain well-coupled arrangements of the DNA bases
being active toward ET. Although the electronic coupling between the donor and
acceptor through the intramolecular H-bonding network in α-helical peptides is assumed
to be very high,[14-18] ET can be similarly anticipated to be controlled, or “gated”, by the
molecular dynamics.
To investigate the hypothesis, we synthesized one redox-active α-helical peptide:
Fc-KTAL18NPC-NH2 (Fc18L), and two redox-inactive peptides: Ac-KTAL18NPC-NH2
(Ac18L) and Ac-CTAL18NPK-NH2 (18LAc). Both Fc18L and Ac18L possess the thiol37

functionalized Cys residue at the C-terminal, whereas, peptide 18LAc has it at the Nterminal (Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1. Molecular structures of the peptides Fc18L, Ac18L and 18LAc.

Two types of self-assembled films having Fc18L diluted in a matrix of Acpeptides were prepared: SAM1 consists of Fc18L and Ac18L (5:95), and SAM2
consists of Fc18L, Ac18L and 18LAc (5:45:50). In SAM1, the dipole moments of the
peptides are aligned parallel, whereas in SAM2, they are aligned antiparallel (Figure
2.2). Since packing in helical peptide SAMs is known to be influenced significantly by
the relative orientation of the peptide macrodipole,[19,20] SAM1 and SAM2 allowed us to
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evaluate the influence of the packing on ET through the redox-active Fc18L. Here we
describe the results of our study showing that there are significant differences in the ET
kinetics of Fc18L in SAM1 and SAM2.

Figure 2.2. Schematic diagram of: SAM1 (left) and SAM2 (right), showing the
direction of the dipole moments of the α-helical peptides on gold surface.

2.3. Experimental
2.3.1. Peptide Synthesis and Characterization
Fmoc-protected

l-α-amino

acids,

hydroxybenzotriazole

benzotriazol-1-yloxy)tris(dimethylamino)-phosphonium

(HOBt),

hexafluorophosphate

(1H(BOP)

and PAL resin were purchased from Advanced ChemTech (Louisville, KY). All other
reagents and solvents were obtained from Sigma–Aldrich Canada Ltd. and used as
received. Peptides were synthesized following the Fmoc-based strategy with PAL resin
at 0.1 mmol scale. Nα-Fmoc was removed with a solution of 1% Triton X-100 and 1%
DBU in piperidine-DMF (1:3 v/v). Coupling was carried out for 2 h with
AA/BOP/HOBt/DIEA (3:3:3:6 equivalents with respect to the resin) in 1% Triton X-100
and 2 M ethylene carbonate in DCM-DMF (3:4 v/v). Twenty percent acetic anhydride in
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DMF was used (30 min) for acetylation. Crude peptides were precipitated with ice-cold
ether, washed with 1 ml MeCN (5 times) and purified using Merk silica gel 60 F254
aluminum plates. The solvent system used was CHCl3/MeOH/CH3COOH (85/12/3
v/v/v).
18LAc: IR (cm−1 KBr disk): 3300 Amide A; 1658 Amide I; 1542 Amide II. ESI-MS:
calculated for C135H245N27O27S = 2709.8 [M]; found: 1356.5 [M + 2H]2+, 1303.9
[M − (CH3CONH)–(CONH2)]2+, 1052.7 [M − (L2NPC)]2+, 991.7 [M − (L3NPC)]2+,
935.2 [M − (L4NPC)]2+, 878.6 [M − (L5NPC)]2+, 822.1 [M − (L6NPC)]2+, 765.5
[M − (L7NPC)]2+, 709.0 [M − (L8NPC)]2+.
Ac18L: IR (cm−1 KBr disk): 3301 Amide A; 1657 Amide I; 1542 Amide II. ESI-MS:
calculated for C135H245N27O27S = 2709.8 [M]; found: 911.6 [M + Na + 2H]3+, 904.3
[M + 3H]3+, 979.7 [M − (CH3CO)–(L12NPC)]+, 866.6 [M − (CH3CO)–(L13NPC)]+.
Fc18L: IR (cm−1 KBr disk): 3301 Amide A; 1658 Amide I; 1541 Amide II. ESI-MS:
calculated for C144H251N27O27FeS = 2879.8 [M]; found: 903.4 [M − (CONHCysCONH2)
+ 3H]3+, 923.1 [M − (L6NPC)]2+, 866.1 [M − (L7NPC)]2+, 809.5 [M − (L8NPC)]2+, 753.0
[M − (L9NPC)]2+, 332.1 [NPC]2+.

2.3.2. Solution and Surface Characterization Methods
Circular dichroism (CD) spectra were recorded with an Applied Photophysics π*180 instrument interfaced to an Acorn PC. Fourier transform-reflection absorption
infrared (FT-RAIR) spectra were recorded in a Bio-Rad FTS-40 system interfaced to a
PC. Ellipticity was reported as the mean residue ellipticity (θ, in deg cm2/dmol) and
calculated as, θ = θobs(MRW/10 lc), where θobs is the ellipticity measured in
millidegrees, MRW is the mean residue molecular weight of the polypeptide molecular
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weight divided by the number of amino acid residues), c is the concentration of the
sample in milligrams/milliliter, and l is the optical path length of the cell in centimeters.
Wavelength scans were performed in a 0.1 mm CD cell. The helix content,
fh = −(θ222 + 2340)/30,300, was calculated from the observed mean residue ellipticity
θ222 for a particular peptide.[21] The helix contents of all the peptides were above 90%
(Table 2.1).

2.3.3. Electrochemistry
Details of the preparation of microelectrodes are published elsewhere.[22] The
gold electrodes were immersed in 0.1 mM solutions of the peptides in TFE and self
assembly was allowed for 5 days. Electrochemical measurements were carried out on a
CHI 660B potentiostat. The supporting electrolyte was 2.0 M NaClO4, and the working,
counter and reference electrodes were gold microelectrode (diameter of 50 μm), Pt wire,
and Ag/AgCl/3.0 M KCl (BAS), respectively. All data were analyzed with OriginLab
7.0 software.

2.4. Results and Discussion
The ferrocenoylated and acetylated leucine-rich hydrophobic peptides Fc18L,
Ac18L and 18LAc were synthesized by solid phase synthesis on PAL resin using the
Fmoc-based protocol. Their α-helical conformation was confirmed by circular dichroism
(CD) spectroscopy in trifluoroethanol (TFE), known to stabilize the α-helicity.[23] All
three peptides showed minima at 222 and 208 nm (Figure 2.3), characteristic of the αhelical structure.[24-26]
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Figure 2.3. CD spectra of 18LAc (a), Ac18L (b) and Fc18L (c) in trifluoroethanol at a
concentration of 100 μM at 22 ± 1 °C.
We prepared two types of peptide films. SAM1 was prepared by depositing a
solution of Fc18L andAc18L (5:95) onto gold surfaces. Once linked to the gold surface
via the cystein thiolate, both Fc18L and Ac18L have their dipole moments oriented in
the same direction. The positive end of the peptide dipole is on the film surface, while
the negative end of the dipole is at the gold surface. SAM2 was formed from a solution
of Fc18L, Ac18L and 18LAc (5:45:50). In this film, the redox-active peptide Fc18L is
embedded in a matrix of Ac18L and 18LAc. Most noteworthy is that dipole of peptide
18LAc is the opposite compared to the other diluent Ac18L. The difference in peptide
orientation and dipole alignment in the two films is shown in Figure 2.2.
To gain insight into the conformation of the peptides on gold surfaces, RAIRS
was used. The Amide I band for both films SAM1 and SAM2 was observed around
1669 cm−1 (Figure 2.4) and is in agreement with that reported previously for
bacteriorhodopsin[27] and some other synthetic α-helical peptides on surface.[19,28] The
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tilt angles of SAM1 and SAM2 (26° and 22°, respectively) on the gold surface were
obtained from the ratio of the Amide I and the Amide II following the procedure
described before.[19,20] The lower tilt angle of SAM2 is consistent with the more compact
packing of the peptides due to the antiparallel arrangement of intermolecular
macrodipoles.[19,20] Since all three peptides have the same number of the hydrophobic
Leu residues, the van der Waals interactions among the neighboring peptides should be
similar in both SAM1 and SAM2, it can be assumed that differences in the compactness
is due to the different alignment of the peptide dipoles and that this results in a tighter
packing in SAM2 compared to SAM1. The estimated dipole moment for all three
oligopeptides, assuming 3.46 D per amino acid residue,[29] is 83.04 D (3.46 × 24).
MMFF calculations (using SPARTAN ’04 Mechanics Program, Irvine, CA) indicated
the dipole moments of the optimized Fc18L, Ac18L and 18LAc to be 87.12, 92.77 and
87.10 D, respectively, whereas in the case of an alkanthiol of comparable length
(C31SH), the dipole moment is only 2.2 D. The higher calculated values are reasonable
because theoretical considerations indicated an increase in the residual dipole moment
by polarization due to H-bonds in the α-helix, yielding values of up to 5 D.[29] Direct
evidence for helix–helix–macrodipole interaction and consequent enhanced molecular
packing (on gold surfaces) has been specifically reported.[19,20] Antiparallel helix–
macrodipole interactions are of sufficient strength to allow the discrimination of N- and
C-termini of helical peptide guests in solution by forming complexes with surface
supported host peptides.[20,30] The capability for complex formation was lost when the
host peptide was not helical and consequently, had no net dipole moment. On the basis
of helix–macrodipole interactions, single- and double-layered helix polypeptide
assemblies can be spontaneously produced on gold substrates, which are readily
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controlled by the polypeptide conformation.[31] Furthermore, the interaction plays an
important role in the higher order structures and functions of proteins.[32,33]

Figure 2.4. FT-RAIRS of SAM1 (left) and SAM2 (right).

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was employed to investigate the electrochemical
properties of the films and ET kinetics of the redox-labeled peptide Fc18L in SAM1 and
SAM2. The corresponding rationale is that tighter packing of the peptides in SAM2
would result in a more restricted molecular dynamics compared to SAM1. We kept the
concentration of the redox-labeled peptides at 5% in order to minimize interactions
amongst neighboring redox centers during the electrochemical measurements. Both
films exhibited reversible redox reaction of the ferrocene moiety, as the ratios of the
anodic to the cathodic peak were near unity. The formal potentials (E°) were 450 ± 15
and 400 ± 10 mV for SAM1 and SAM2, respectively. The values of Efwhm was higher
( 170 mV in SAM1 and

210 mV in SAM2) compared to the ideal (90 mV) which is

attributed to the slow ET process across the peptide.[34] Also the capacitive current is
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lower in SAM2 (Figure 2.5) indicating more compact packing[19,20] Standard ET rate
constants (ket°) were evaluated from CV using the Butler–Volmer methodology[35] and
SAM2 exhibited a much slower rate [1.2(3) × 10−3 s−1] than SAM1 [1.5(5) × 10−2 s−1].

Fig. 2.5. Cyclic voltammograms of SAM1 (—) and SAM2 (– · – · –) in 2.0 M NaClO4
(scan rate = 4 mV/s) at 22 °C.
Table 2.1. Summary of structural parameters for the helical peptides and films (SAM1
and SAM2)
Parameters

18LAc Ac18L Fc18L SAM1

SAM2

Dipole moment/D

87.10

92.77

87.12

–

–

Helix contents (fh)/% 99

97

99

–

–

Tilt angle θ/°

–

–

–

22

26

ket°/s−1

–

–

–

1.5(5) × 10−2 1.2(3) × 10−3

The interfacial properties of both SAM1 and SAM2 were evaluated by
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and the data agreed qualitatively with the
observations from RAIRS and CV. Figure 2.6 shows the Nyquist plots of SAM 1 and
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SAM 2, measured at their formal potentials. The data were fit to a modified Randles
circuit (Figure 2.6) and the parameters are listed in Table 2.2. Similar type of circuit was
previously used to describe films of DNA[36,37] and 4-hydroxy-4-mercaptobiphenyl.[38]
The presence of a constant-phase element (CPE), which acts as a nonlinear capacitor
accounts for the inhomogeneity on the electrode surface.[39] CPE (i.e., film capacitance)
is lower in SAM2 indicating higher film thickness and/or more compact film.[36] The
corresponding frequency power (n) is higher compared to that in SAM1, which specifies
that SAM2 is also more ordered.[40] The diameter of the semicircle in a Nyquist plot is a
measure of the charge transfer resistance (RCT)[36] and RCT is considerably (order of
magnitude) higher for SAM2 than for SAM1. RCT is inversely proportional to ET
rate[41,42] and thereby indicates a slower ET rate for SAM2. RX is the interfacial
resistance through the SAM. Although the correct nature of RX is unknown, it has been
suggested to be a consequence of reorientation of dipoles in the SAM structure.[38] Both
RX and RCT for SAM2 were significantly higher compared to SAM1.
To date, the mechanistic discussion of ET through α-helical peptides is highly
controversial. A “hopping mechanism” through the amide groups[43,44] was suggested but
evidence in favor of ET by “tunneling” through the intramolecular hydrogen-bonding
network has also been reported.[14,15] The lower ET rate of Fc18L in SAM2 cannot be
explained by simple “hopping” or “tunneling”. Due to the stabilization among the helix
dipoles, the structure of the peptide Fc18L should be more ordered in SAM2, compared
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Figure 2.6. Nyquist plots (Zim vs. Zre) for the Faradaic impedance measurements in
2.0 M NaClO4. Points represent experimental data for SAM1 ( ) and SAM2 ( ),
respectively. The data were fit (solid line) to the equivalent circuit that includes a
solution resistor RS, a constant-phase element (CPE), the interfacial resistor RX, the
charge transfer resistor RCT and a capacitor CCT (using ZsimpWin software, Princeton
Applied Research).
Table 2.2. Equivalent circuit element values for SAM1 and SAM2.
Element
SAM1
SAM2
Rs / Ω
7.53 × 102
6.39 × 102
6
RX / Ω
9.67 × 10
3.91 × 107
CPE / S-s1/2
2.53 × 10-9
1.20 × 10-9
-1
n
7.79 × 10
9.01 × 10-1
RCT / Ω
3.79 × 107
1.30 × 108
-9
CCT / F
3.34 × 10
4.34 × 10-10
to in SAM1[19,20] and ET should increase in SAM 2 if one of those mechanisms would
be the major ET pathway. Furthermore, the E° of SAM2 is lower than that of SAM1 by
50 mV ( 5 kJ mol−1), indicating that ET is thermodynamically more favorable for
SAM2, although we observe a slower ET kinetics. We speculate that the slower ET
kinetics through Fc18L in SAM2 is a consequence of the restricted molecular dynamics
of Fc18L due to tighter intermolecular interaction among the antiparallel helical
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macrodipoles. This would point to a conformationally gated ET mechanism. This type of
mechanism has been shown to be important in ET through DNA.[11,12] CVs were
recorded for both SAM1 and SAM2 at lower temperature and ET was found to decrease
(increase in peak separation[35]) with lowering the temperature (Figure 2.7), which
demonstrates the effect of decreased molecular dynamics on ET across the peptide.

Figure 2.7. Cyclic voltammograms in 2.0 M NaClO4 at 22 ºC (—) and 0 ºC (– · – ·): (left)
SAM1 (scan rate = 4 mV/s) and (right) SAM2 (scan rate = 3 mV/s).
In conclusion, it is proposed that ET in α-helical peptides occurs through certain
well-coupled ET active conformers and that the ET process is limited by the frequency
of forming the conformers from which ET can take place. At present, we are working on
time-resolved IR and Raman studies, which would allow us to gain more insight into the
conformational properties of the peptide films.
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Chapter 3
Study of Electron Transfer in α-Helical Peptides: Implication of a Dynamically
Controlled Bridge-mediated Tunneling Mechanism

3.1. Connecting Text
In the previous chapter, it was suggested that ET in a peptide film made up of αhelical peptides is controlled by the dynamic properties of the molecules and the film. In
this chapter, I will expand on the connection between the dynamic properties of α-helical
peptides and the electron transfer process, and will present an in-depth discussion of the
mechanistic details.
This manuscript is co-authored by H.-B. Kraatz. My contributions to this work are the
experimental study and writing. The manuscript has gone through revisions by Prof.
Kraatz.
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3.2. Introduction
The α-helix is a frequently observed secondary structure in proteins.[1]
Specifically, the photosynthetic reaction center is rich in helical content[2] and electron
transfer (ET) studies of synthetic α-helical model peptides may help to elucidate the
mechanism of complex biological ET processes. There are several interesting reports[3,4]
in which the natural photo-system was mimicked by synthetic α-helices functionalized
with light-harvesting chromophores, making such studies relevant to the development of
artificial solar energy converters, and exploiting α-helices as part of nano-scaled
photovoltaic devices. At present, the mechanistic discussion of the long range ET from a
donor (D) to an acceptor (A) through the helix is, however, highly controversial and
involves ET by
a) tunneling through the peptide matrix[5] following the “distance model” which
considers proteins as a “generic organic matrix”. ET depends simply on the D-A
distance;[6]
b) tunneling according to the “pathway model”,[7] and involves the peptide backbone and
the intra-molecular H-bonding network, which offer the highest coupled ET paths;[8]
c) tunneling via intra-molecular H-bond “shortcuts”;[9]
d) hopping of electrons[10] or holes[11] through the peptide backbone akin to what has
been reported for DNA;[12]
e) a conformationally gated mechanism[13] although its exact nature remains unexplored.
In this work, we report a detailed ET study of a set of Leu-based α-helical
peptides of increasing lengths. The peptides possess a cysteine residue at the C-terminal
and the redox-active ferrocene (Fc) at the N-terminal: Fc-KTALnNPC-NH2, where n =
10 (Fc10L), 14 (Fc14L) and 18 (Fc18L). For the preparation of redox-diluted films,
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suitable for electrochemical studies,[14] acetylated peptides having an N-terminal acyl
group rather than a Fc group, were also prepared (Figure 3.1). We used Leu since it has
a high helix-forming propensity.[15] The resulting hydrophobic peptides should have a
high probability of forming well-packed and ordered films due to van der Waals
interactions and inter-digitations of the hydrophobic side chains of Leu residues.[16] In
addition, solvent penetration into the resulting hydrophobic film is reduced, avoiding
complications due to any solvent-mediated long range ET.[17,18]

Figure 3.1. Chemical structures of the ferrocenoyl/acetyl-peptides.
3.3. Experimental
3.3.1. Materials
Fluorenylmethyloxycarbonyl (Fmoc)-protected L-α-amino acids, 1-hydroxybenzotriazole (HOBt) were purchased from SynPep (Dublin, CA). 5-(4-Fmocaminomethyl3, 5-dimethoxyphenoxy)valericacid-MBHA (PAL) resin, (1H-benzotriazol-1-yloxy)tris(dimethylamino)phosphoniumhexafluorophosphate

(BOP)

were

from

Advanced

ChemTech (Louisville, KY). All other reagents and solvents including N-methyl-2-
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pyrrolidinone (NMP), 1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-ene (DBU) and diisopropylethylamine (DIPEA) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Canada Ltd. and used as received.

3.3.2. Peptide Synthesis
The polypeptides were synthesized using a semi-automated synthesizer
(Argonaut Technologies Quest 210) following the Fmoc-solid phase peptide synthesis
(SPPS) methodology with PAL resin as the solid support. This type of resin is acid labile
and results in a peptide amide as the final product.[19] The following acid labile sidechain protecting groups were used: O-t-Butyl (Thr), Nα-tert-butyloxycarbonyl (Lys),
trityl (Cys, Asn), so that after completion of the synthesis, the peptides could be
simultaneously deprotected and cleaved by trifluoroacetic acid (TFA). Initially, the
Fmoc-protected resin was swelled for 2 hours in DMF followed by removal of the Fmoc
group with 20% piperidine in DMF (1 × 5 ml, 1 × 15 ml). Nα-Fmoc and side-chain
protected amino acids were added stepwise in the C → N direction (see Scheme 3.1).
After completion of the chain assembly, the peptidyl resins were washed thoroughly
with DMF and DCM, and dried by purging N2 through the system. Cleavage of the
peptide from the solid support and simultaneous side chain deprotection were achieved
by treatment with TFA:phenol:triethylsilane (95:2.5:2.5) for 2 hours at room
temperature. Filtrates from the cleavage mixture were collected, concentrated by flowing
N2 and treated with cold ether to precipitate the crude product. Purification was
performed using Merk silica gel 60 F254 aluminum preparatory plates using the solvent
system CHCl3/MeOH/CH3COOH (85/12/3 v/v/v).
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Scheme 3.1. Peptide synthesis protocol.
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Fc10L Rf = 0.45. ESI-MS: calculated for C96H164N19O19FeS = 1976.1 [M+H]+; found
988.6 [M+2H]2+.
Fc14L Rf = 0.41. ESI-MS: calculated for C120H208N23O23FeS = 2428.5 [M+H]+; found
1214.8 [M+2H]2+ 810.2 [M+3H]3+.
Fc18L Rf = 0.38. ESI-MS: calculated for C144H252N27O27FeS = 2880.8 [M+H]+; found:
903.4 [M-(CONHCysCONH2)+3H]3+, 923.1 [M-(L6NPC)]2+, 866.1 [M-(L7NPC)]2+,
809.5 [M-(L8NPC)]2+, 753.0 [M-(L9NPC)]2+, 332.1 [NPC]2+.
Ac10L Rf = 0.45. ESI-MS: calculated for C87H158N19O19S = 1805.2 [M+H]+; found:
903.1 [M+2H]2+.
Ac14L Rf = 0.41. ESI-MS: calculated for C111H202N23O23S = 2258.5 [M+H]+; found
1129.7 [M+2H]2+, 1078.7 [M-(CH3CONH)-(CONH2) + 2H]2+.
Ac18L Rf = 0.38. ESI-MS: calculated for C135H246N27O27S = 2710.8 [M+H]+; found:
911.6 [M+Na+2H]3+, 904.3 [M+3H]3+, 979.7 [M-(CH3CO)-( L12NPC)]+, 866.6 [M(CH3CO)-( L13NPC)]+.

3.3.3. Circular Dichroism (CD) Spectroscopy
CD spectra were taken with an Applied Photophysics π*-180 instrument
interfaced to an Acorn PC at 22 ± 1ºC. The spectropolarimeter was calibrated daily with
an aqueous solution of recrystallized ammonium camphorsulfonate-10-d. Ellipticity was
reported as the mean residue ellipticity (θ, in deg·cm2·dmol-1) and calculated as, θ =
θobs(MRW/10lc), where θobs is the ellipticity measured in millidegrees, MRW is the
mean residue molecular weight of the polypeptide molecular weight divided by the
number of amino acid residues), c is the concentration of the sample in mg/ml, and l is
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the optical path length of the cell in centimeters. Wavelength scans were performed in a
0.1 mm CD cell.

3.3.4. Fourier Transform Infrared (FT-IR) Spectroscopy
A Bio-Rad FTS-40 system was used to record the FT-IR (KBr) spectra at a
resolution of 0.5 cm-1.

3.3.5. Preparation and Characterization of Ac-Peptide Films on Gold Substrates
Au on Si (100) (Platypus Technologies, Inc) wafers were incubated in 0.1 mM
Ac-peptides in trifluoroethanolic solution for 5 days, washed with TFE, dried under a
stream of N2 and characterized by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), Fourier
transform-reflection absorption infrared spectroscopy (FT-RAIRS) and atomic force
microscopy (AFM). The XPS spectra were recorded in an Axis-165 X-ray photoelectron
spectrometer (Kratos Analytical). AFM images were obtained with a U-SPM system
(Quesant Instrument Corporation) using non-contact mode. Before taking the image, the
probe was checked using a 100 nm width calibration grating. A Bio-Rad FTS-40 system
was used to collect FT-RAIR spectra.

3.3.6. Electrochemistry
Gold microelectrodes (diameter of 50 μm) were immersed in 0.1 mM solutions
of the Fc and Ac-peptides (5:95, respectively) in TFE and self assembly was allowed for
5 days, washed with TFE and dried under a stream of N2. Electrochemical measurements
were carried out on a CHI 660B potentiostat. The supporting electrolyte was 2.0 M
NaClO4, and the working, counter and reference electrodes were peptide-modified gold
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microelectrodes, Pt wire, and Ag/AgCl/3.0 M KCl (BAS), respectively. All data were
analyzed with OriginLab 7.0 software.

3.3.7. Current-Voltage (I-V) Measurements
For I-V data collection, scanning tunneling microscopic (STM) images were
taken using a U-SPM system (Quesant Instrument Corporation) at room temperature. A
Pt-Ir tip (mechanically cut) was used and constant current mode was employed (bias
voltage -1.5 V and current 10 pA). Then the built-in scanning tunneling spectroscopic
(STS) module was engaged to collect I-V data at different points in the images. The data
presented in this work is an average of 100 data points and fitted in MS Office Excel and
OriginLab 7.0 softwares.

3.3.8. Computation
The optimized structures, the lengths and the cross-sections of the peptides were
obtained using SPARTAN ’04 Mechanics Program (Irvine, CA). Molecular mechanics
force field (MMFF) calculations were employed. For calculating the molecular orbital
energies of a intra-molecularly H-bonded α-helical peptide, a short peptide Ac-Gly5amide was generated in SPARTAN ’04, exported to Gaussian 03[20] (Gaussian Inc.,
Pittsburgh, PA) and restricted Hartree-Fock (HF) level calculation of the molecular
orbital energies was performed. The basis set was 6-31+G(d, p).
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3.4. Results and Discussion
3.4.1. Characterization of the Peptides
Before preparing films on gold surfaces, the secondary structure of all peptides
prepared here was studied in solution. We first investigated the circular dichroism (CD)
spectra of the peptides in trifluoroethanol (TFE). All the peptides showed an intense
maximum at ~190-191 nm and minima at ~206-207 and 220-222 nm (Figure 3.2), which
are generally accepted as the characteristics of the helical structure.[21] CD has been
proposed for distinguishing between 310- and α-helix structures by using the ratio of CD
bands at 222 nm and 207/208 nm (for the ideal 310-helical peptide the ratio is 0.4,
whereas for ideal α-helical, it is ~1)[22] and the observed ratios (0.55-0.74) can arise from
equilibrium mixtures of 310- and α-helices (Table 3.1). The ratio and the molar ellipticity
per residue for the 18 Leu containing peptides are higher than those for the shorter
peptides which may indicate that the relative stability of the two conformations can be
altered by changing the length of the peptide, and longer peptides favor the population of
the α-helical conformation over 310.[23]
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Figure 3.2. CD spectra ferrocenylated and acylated peptides. (a) Fc10L (───), Fc14L
(─ ─) and Fc18L (···); (b) Ac10L (───), Ac14L (─ ─) and Ac18L (···) in
trifluoroethanol at 22 ± 1ºC.

Table 3.1. CD data (in TFE) for the peptides studied. λ in nm.
Peptide
Fc10L
Fc14L
Fc18L
Ac10L
Ac14L
Ac18L

max / nm
190
190
191
190
190
191

min / nm
206, 222
207, 221
206, 220
206, 221
207, 221
206, 221
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ratio of minima
0.55
0.70
0.74
0.58
0.70
0.70

The FT-IR spectra of all peptides in KBr also confirmed the helical structure of
the peptides. The Amide I (C=O stretch) and II (coupled CN stretch and NH bending)
bands for the peptides in KBr appear at 1660-1657 cm-1 and 1542-1538 cm-1,
respectively, which indicate that the peptides are α-helical in the solid state.[24] Amide A
(the stretching vibration band of the H-bonded NH groups in the backbone in helical
peptides[25]) occurs with a maximum at 3310-3300 cm-1 (Figure 3.3) and with the
increase in the peptide length, the band shifts to lower frequency (Table 3.2) indicating
stronger intra-molecular H-bonding and more compact structure in longer peptides.

Figure 3.3. IR spectra of Fc10L (───), Fc14L (─ ─) and Fc18L (···): (a) Amide A and
(b) Amide I and II regions.

Table 3.2. IR data for the Amide A, I and II regions for the peptides studied.
Peptides
Fc10L
Fc14L
Fc18L
Ac10L
Ac14L
Ac18L

Amide A / cm-1
3310
3304
3301
3307
3304
3301
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Amide I / cm-1 Amide II / cm-1
1659
1538
1658
1540
1658
1541
1659
1538
1658
1540
1657
1542

The redox properties of the Fc-peptides were investigated by cyclic voltammetry
(CV) in TFE containing 50 mM TBAP as the supporting electrolyte. As expected, the
Fc-peptides showed redox activity and the halfwave potential E1/2 was found to increase
with increasing length of the peptides, presumably due to more hydrophobic
environments[26] in the longer peptides during the redox processes near the electrode
surface (450, 485 and 530 mV vs. Ag/AgCl, for Fc10L, Fc14L and Fc18L, respectively.
Experimental uncertainty is within ±15 mV).
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Figure 3.4. Cyclic voltammograms of Fc10L (solid) and Ac10L (dash) (upper panel),
Fc14L (middle panel) and Fc18L (lower panel) (1.6 mm glassy carbon electrode, 0.1
mM Fc-peptide in TFE containing 50 mM TBAP, scan rate 5 mV/s, Ag/AgCl reference
electrode).
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3.4.2. Characterization of the Peptide Films
Thin films were prepared on gold substrates by self-assembly from 0.1 mM
solutions of Ac-peptides in TFE. The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) of the
films showed two S2p signals for all three systems at 162 and 163 eV in a 2:1 ratio
indicating the cystein-thiolate bound to Au.[27] The XPS spectra also showed other
elements like C and N supporting the presence of the peptides on gold surfaces (Figure
3.5).

Figure 3.5. XPS of the three Ac-peptide films on gold substrates: Ac10L (upper panel),
Ac14L (middle panel) and Ac18L (lower panel).
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To gain information about molecular conformation and orientation of the
peptides on the gold surface, FT-RAIRS were carried out for the Ac-peptides. The
Amide I band for all peptides films was observed at around 1672-1680 cm-1 (Figure 3.6)
and is in agreement with those reported previously for other synthetic α-helical peptides
on gold surfaces.[3,28] For films, this absorption appears at a higher frequency compared
to peptides in KBr due to the so-called “optical effect”.[29,30] The tilt angles (with respect
to the surface normal) of the peptides on the gold surface were calculated from the ratio
of the amide I and the amide II bands in the FT-RAIR spectra following Equation 3.1,[31]
and are close to 35°.
⎡1
⎤⎡ 1
⎤
2 ⎢ (3 cos 2 γ − 1)⎥ ⎢ (3 cos 2 θ1 − 1)⎥ + 1
I1
2
⎦⎣ 2
⎦
=C ⎣
1
1
I2
⎤
⎡
⎤⎡
2 ⎢ (3 cos 2 γ − 1)⎥ ⎢ (3 cos 2 θ 2 − 1)⎥ + 1
⎣2
⎦⎣ 2
⎦

3.1

where, I1 and I2 are the observed absorbances of amide I and amide II
respectively, C (= 1.5) is the scaling constant, γ is the tilt angle of the helical axis, and θ1
(= 39°) and θ2 (= 75°) represent the angles between the helix axis and the transition
moments of amide I and amide II vibrations, respectively.[32]

Figure 3.6. FT-RAIR spectra of the Ac-peptide films on gold surfaces showing the
Amide I and II region.
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Next, it was important to evaluate the properties of the films in more detail. For
this purpose, it was decided to evaluate the films by CV and study their blocking
behaviour towards ferro/ferricyanide anions in aqueous medium. The voltammogram of
the gold surface before and after film deposition is shown in Figure 3.7. All peptides
form well-packed and almost defect-free films on gold surfaces, since the peptide
modified electrodes showed negligible ferricyanide/ferrocyanide redox activity
compared to a bare gold electrode (Figure 3.7).

Figure 3.7. Cyclic voltammograms of bare (black), Ac10L (green), Ac14L (blue) and
Ac18L (red) modified gold electrodes (1.6 mm) in 2.0 M NaClO4 aqueous solution
containing 4 mM ferricyanide/ferrocyanide (scan rate 0.1 V/s and Ag/AgCl is the
reference electrode).
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Atomic force microscopy (AFM) studies of the Ac-peptide films were also
carried out, which indicate that the peptides are well-ordered in the films and the crosssections in the images compare well with those of the optimized peptide structures
(Figure 3.8, Table 3.3).
Ac10L

Ac14L

Ac18L

Figure 3.8. Cross-section of molecular mechanics force field (MMFF) optimized Acpeptides using SPARTAN ’04 Mechanics Program (Irvine, CA) (upper panel) and AFM
images (raw data) of the Ac-peptide films on gold surfaces (non-contact mode, 25×25 nm2)
(lower panel). The middle panel shows the corresponding cross-sectional analysis of the
images.
Table 3.3. AFM cross-sectional data for the Ac-peptides.
Peptides
Ac10L
Ac14L
Ac18L

Diameter from MMFF
optimized structure (Å)
13.0
13.5
13.5
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Diameter from
AFM (Å)
9.4±0.5
9.5±0.5
9.5±0.6

3.4.3. ET Studies
For ET studies, mixed films were prepared on gold microelectrodes from TFE
solutions of each Fc-peptide and the corresponding Ac-peptide (5:95).

Figure 3.9. Schematic diagram of the mixed film showing the direction of the dipole
moments of the α-helical peptides on the surface of a gold electrode.
CVs of the peptide-modified electrodes were recorded in 2 M NaClO4 aqueous
solutions (Figure 3.9). The formal potentials E0΄ were similar (~ 450 ± 15 mV) for all the
peptide films suggesting a comparable environment around the redox active Fc moiety.
The standard ET rate constants (keto) were calculated from the CVs following the ButlerVolmer methodology[33] and a gradual decrease of the ET rates with the increase of the
peptide length was revealed, which is consistent with the electrochemical impedance
spectroscopic (EIS) measurements. Figure 3.10 shows the Nyquist plots of the films,
measured at their formal potentials. The data were fit to a modified Randles circuit and
the parameters are listed in Table 3.4. A simpler circuit was used rather than that
mentioned in reference 13 which is more reliable due to less fitting parameters. QDL
which represents the capacitance of a non ideal film,[34] decreases with the increase of
the length of the peptide. This may indicate higher film thickness and/or more compact
film.[35] The diameter of the semicircle in a Nyquist plot is a measure of the charge
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transfer resistance (RCT).[35] RCT is higher for longer peptide films and points to lower ET
rates.

Figure 3.10. CVs of the Fc10L/Ac10L 5:95 (upper panel), Fc14L/Ac14L 5:95 (middle
panel) and Fc18L/Ac18L 5:95 (lower panel) films on 50 μm gold working electrodes
(scan rate 0.02 Vs-1, 2M NaClO4 aqueous solution, Pt as the counter electrode, potential
versus Ag/AgCl reference electrode).
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Figure 3.11. Nyquist plots (Zim vs. Zre) for the Faradaic impedance measurements in 2.0
M NaClO4. Points represent experimental data for Fc10L/Ac10L (∀), Fc14L/Ac14L (−
), Fc18L/Ac18L (8) films. The data were fit (solid line, ZsimpWin software, Princeton
Applied Research) to the equivalent circuit that includes a solution resistor RS, film
capacitor QDL, charge transfer resistor RCT and a pseudocapacitor QAD due to the redox
process at the surface.
Table 3.4. Equivalent circuit element values for the helical peptides films
Element
Rs / Ω
QDL / S-s1/2
n
RCT / Ω
QAD / S-s1/2
n

Fc10L/Ac10L
2.82 x103
7.06 x10-10
0.873
2.96 x106
1.73 x10-7
0.303

Fc14L/Ac14L
1.15 x103
6.59 x10-9
0.887
4.45 x106
4.31 x10-7
0.525

Fc18L/Ac18L
7.58 x102
2.53 x10-9
0.780
7.67 x106
2.07 x10-7
0.692

Figure 3.11 shows a compilation of the ET rates from this work obtained from
electrochemical studies of films prepared from the series of Fc/Ac peptides together with
those of other Fc-peptides studied on gold surfaces,[10,36,37] as a function of the peptide
spacer length (d). Two distinct ET regimes are clearly evident. For the shorter peptides
(< 20Å), which are presumably not capable of forming a secondary structure, keto
decreases exponentially with increasing distance between the Fc probe and the electrode
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surface (the decay constant, β = 1 Å-1), reflecting an exponential decrease of the
quantum mechanical electronic coupling matrix element |HDA| between the D and A,
which suggests that ET occurs by through-bond tunneling.[38] But, for longer peptides
that adopt a helical secondary structure, keto does not decrease exponentially and it shows
a distinct pattern of very weak distance dependence. Similar observations were reported
elsewhere from photo-physical ET studies[39] of oligoprolines in solution and
rationalized as a transition from tunneling to the hopping mechanism following several
theoretical predictions.[40,41] Hopping has been suggested to be unlikely to occur in ET
over short distances due to the energetic barrier to transfer an electron onto the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the peptide bridge, but is probable when the
distance is large.[39-41]

Figure 3.12. ET rate constant vs. the distance between the D and A, for several Fclabeled peptides: (□),[10] (∆),[37] and the peptides from the series of Fc-Leu peptides
Fc10L, Fc14L, and Fc18L (○); the distances were obtained from molecular mechanics
force field (MMFF) optimized structures (SPARTAN ’04 Mechanics Program, Irvine,
CA. See the ESI for the structures).
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For hopping, the electron has to populate the LUMO (reduction) of the bridge
first and then transfer to the acceptor.[41] In case of our acylated Leu-rich peptides, the
CVs did not show any Faradic response due to a reduction or oxidation of the peptide
(see upper panel of Figure 3.4). In addition, STS investigations of a film of peptide
Ac18L (Figure 3.12) clearly shows an exponential increase of the current with the bias
voltage, which is similar to the behavior observed for alkanethiol[42] and other films[43]
that exhibit ET by electron tunneling. Furthermore, ab initio calculations of a helical
pentaglycine which serves as a model (Ac-Gly5-amide, see ESI) indicated that the
HOMO-LUMO gap is ~ 5 eV, which appears not to agree with the barrier height (~2
eV) obtained from fitting the experimental data (Figure 3.12) with the Simmons
model:[44,45]
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3.2

where, I is the tunneling current, C is a proportionality constant, e is the charge
of an electron, ћ is Plank’s constant divided by 2Π, d is the distance, Φ is the tunneling
barrier height, α is an adjustable parameter and V is the bias voltage.
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Figure 3.13. I-V response of the Ac18L film; the black and red curves represent
experimental and calculated data, respectively.
In oligoprolines, no exponential decrease of keto is observed once the polyproline
II helical structure is fully formed.[46a] A similar behaviour is apparent for helical
peptides (see Figure 3.11). Once a stable α-helical conformation is reached there appears
to be a change in the ET rate from a strongly distance dependent regime in the case of
short peptides to a weakly one for fully formed α-helical structure. So the transition in
ET rates is related to the structural change, and considering the redox-inactive behavior
of the peptide backbone and the I-V nature, it can be proposed that the mechanism of ET
in the helix is tunneling which is in line with the large body of work reported on the
involvement of the tunneling mechanism of ET in proteins.[6,7] Recently, we showed[13]
that ET in α-helical peptide films is governed by the dynamics of the peptide: the more
limited the dynamics, the slower the ET rate. So it is possible that a dynamically
controlled tunneling mechanism is operative in the α-helix. In terms of the nature of the
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dynamics, we point out that short synthetic peptide helices are known to exist as
equilibrium mixtures of α and 310 helices because of their low energetic barrier.[46b] CD
studies of the peptides studied here also indicate the presence of this equilibrium and a
comparable population of both conformers in trifluoroethanolic solutions. The timescale (τ) for this equilibrium in solution is in the ns scale,[47] but recent studies of a 12
residue helical peptide showed a increase of τ by orders of magnitude when the peptide
is present in a thin film (about 50 s).[48] This time-scale correlates well with our ET rates.
Since, FT-IR studies specify that the equilibrium shifts exclusively to the α-helical
conformation in solid state, and the 310-helix is known to be more conductive than the αhelix (because of increased number, i → i+3 versus i → i+4 respectively, and shorter,
thereby stronger intra-molecular H-bonds),[46b] it can be suggested that the 310
conformation may be a potential candidate for the ET active conformer, and the rate of
formation of this particular conformation controls the overall ET rate on surface.
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3.7. Supporting Information

Figure S3.1. MMFF optimized structures of Fc10L, Fc14L and Fc18L (SPARTAN
’04 Mechanics Program, Irvine, CA).
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Figure S3.2. Ideal α-helical structure of Ac-Gly5-amide used for calculating the
HOMO-LUMO gap in an intra-molecularly H-bonded peptide structure (upper panel),
LUMO (middle panel) and HOMO (lower panel).
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Chapter 4
Investigation of Laser induced Photocurrent Generation Experiments

4.1. Connecting Text
Following the discoveries described in chapters 2 and 3, ET in peptide films is
suggested to be governed by the dynamic properties of peptides. My mechanistic
analysis of the experimental data suggests that ET by tunneling can account for the
observed ET kinetics in the peptide films. These results are in direct conflict with
published literature and thus made it necessary to re-visit photo-driven ET in α-helical
peptides. This chapter describes the investigations into photo-driven ET and investigates
the generation of photocurrents by films of α-helices. This chapter is one of two that
report the potential application of peptide-modified gold surfaces. In this study, it is
discovered that a serious experimental artifact can give rise to the photocurrent reported
in the literature.
This paper has been reproduced with the permission from Chem. Comm. 2006, 46. 48024804. Copyright 2006, Royal Society of Chemistry. This paper is co-authored by Ian J.
Burgess and H.-B. Kraatz. I did the experimental study and wrote the first draft. The coauthors suggested some of the experiments, revised, rewrote and reformatted the
manuscript. The manuscript will be used verbatim in my thesis.
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4.2. Introduction
In recent years, photocurrent generation by molecular assemblies has received
significant interest because of its potential in understanding the natural photo-systems,[1]
which is crucial for developing artificial solar energy converters, and exploring the
possibility of using molecules as scaffolds for nano-scaled photovoltaic devices. There
are several reports in which natural photo-systems are mimicked by synthetic -helices
functionalized with light-harvesting chromophores.[2] Kimura and co-workers reported a
molecular photodiode system composed of chromophore-modified helical peptides on
gold surfaces and photocurrent generation by the chromophores upon laser excitation
was described.[2a] The influence of dipole-moment was also probed with two peptide
systems, making use of two chromophores (N-ethylcarbazoyl, laser excitation

= 351

nm; tris(2,2 -bipyridine)ruthenium(II) complex, laser excitation = 459 nm) showing a
dependence of the generated photocurrent on the orientation of the peptide. In another
work,[2b] the same group reported reversible switching of the photocurrent direction by
changing the pH of the solution using a naphthyl-labeled peptide (laser excitation

=

280 nm).
These results are indeed exciting and they stimulated us to further investigate the
feasibility of photocurrent generation in peptide films. In this paper, we report the results
of our photo-electrochemical studies of peptide films having opposite dipole orientations
on the gold surface. Surprisingly, we observed photocurrent generation and pH
switching in the absence of a chromophore and even by the irradiation of a bare gold
electrode with laser light. As a result of our study, we suggest that an important
consequence of laser irradiation has been overlooked and that at least in some cases the
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so-called photocurrent phenomenon is probably a result of the interfacial potential drop
induced by laser heating.

4.3. Results and Discussion
Before outlining the results obtained on peptide-modified gold surfaces, we
carried out a number of control experiments with unmodified polycrystalline gold
electrodes. Figure 4.1 shows the experimental current signals for a polycrystalline gold
electrode at different potentials (vs. Ag/AgCl) under 20 s laser (473 nm) irradiation (the
supporting electrolyte is 0.1 M Na2SO4 aqueous solution). The directions of the current
signals at different potentials are similar to those of the current transients produced by
pulsed laser irradiation reported previously by Compton et al.[3] The current signal
changes its direction from cathodic to anodic on changing the potential of the working
electrode from negative to positive.
The illumination of the electrode with a laser pulse has been reported[3,4] to cause
a sudden heating of the electrode surface according to the following expression:

where I is the intensity of the light, R the reflectivity of the surface, k, c, d, and ks, cs, ds
are the heat conductivity, specific heat, and density of the metal and solution,
respectively and t0 is the duration of the laser pulse. The heat instantaneously increases
the temperature of the interfacial region[5–7] and a detailed analysis of the resulting
electrochemical response (either the current transients in potentiostatic mode,[3] or the
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potential transients in coulostatic mode[4,6,8–10]) showed that the transients mainly reflect
the response of the double-layer to the increase of the temperature. The thermo-diffusion

Figure 4.1. Current responses from a bare gold electrode at different applied potentials
(mV vs. Ag/AgCl) in 0.1 M Na2SO4 aqueous solution: (a) pH = 3, (b) pH = 7, (c) pH =
10. Up and down arrows denote light on and off, respectively. Irradiation time = 20 s.
potential between the hot solution (in contact with the working electrode) and the cold
solution (in contact with the reference electrode) has been reported to be very
small.[4,7,10] The temperature coefficient of the metal/solution potential drop can be split
into three contributions:[9,11]
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Where φ is the work function at the given charge σ, φ 2 is the potential drop at the
diffuse layer, and φw is the contribution to the potential drop due to solvent structuring. It
has been shown[9–13] that the temperature coefficient of the work function and the
contributions due to the thermal coefficient of the potential drop through the diffuse
layer (estimated from the Gouy–Chapman theory) are negligible, and the potential
transients are mainly because of the temperature coefficient of the potential drop across
the electrochemical double layer due to the increased disorder (caused by the increase of
the temperature) of the oriented solvent molecules in the interphase. The change in sign
of the transients is explained as a change in sign of the dipolar contribution to the
potential drop in the interphase.[9,10] The negative transients at lower potentials are due
to the decrease of the positive contribution from the layer of water dipoles, and the
positive transients at higher potentials reflect a decrease in the absolute value of the
negative contribution to the potential drop.[9,10] When the electrode is irradiated
continuously (as in our experiments) instead of a pulse, a gradual contribution to the
potential drop is expected due to the constant temperature rise, resulting in a current
response.[14]

Figure 4.2. Schematic representation of the production of the so-called photo-current
from a bare gold electrode.
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The potential at which the current response is zero (the transition potential) has
been identified as the potential of maximum entropy (pme) of formation of the double
layer,[5,8] and is located in the vicinity of the potential of zero charge (pzc) of the
working electrode.[8–12,15] The pzc of a gold electrode can vary over a wide range (for
example, from –180 to +250 mV vs. Ag/AgCl for Na2SO4 aqueous solution)[16]
depending on the crystallographic orientation of the electrode's surface. In addition,
significant discrepancy exists among values determined by different methods.[17] In
order to further determine if the transition potential is truly related to the pzc, we
recorded current signals in solutions of different pH. The pzc of gold is known to shift
negatively upon increasing the pH of the electrolyte solutions due to the increasing
surface concentration and higher electrosorption of OH–.[14,17b] Figure 4.1 shows that the
transition potential shifts negatively with the increase of the solution pH. In another set
of experiments, the transition potential in 0.1 M NaF aqueous solution was also found to
shift negatively when 0.1 M NaCl was added to the solution (Figure S4.1), which is
consistent with the greater electrosorption of Cl– on the gold surface.[17b]
Similar types of laser-induced current signals were obtained for two helical
peptide self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) (on polycrystalline gold electrode surfaces)
having different dipole directions on the surface and no chromophore. The peptide
Ac18L (Ac-KTAL18NPC-NH2) possesses the thiol-functionalized Cys residue at the Cterminal, whereas, peptide 18LAc (Ac-CTAL18NPK-NH2) has the Cys residue at the Nterminal side of the molecule (Figure 4.2), so that when immobilized on the gold surface
via the thiol linker, the positive end of the helix dipole is on the surface in Ac18L SAM
and the negative end in 18LAc SAM. Note that in both cases the amine functionalized
Lys residue is facing the solution side.
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Figure 4.3. Molecular structures of the peptides Ac18L and 18LAc.

A preliminary account of the syntheses and characterization of the peptides has
already been published elsewhere.[18] Both peptides form well packed films on gold from
trifluoroethanolic solutions (see ESI). At all pHs, the transition potentials of Ac18L
SAM are higher than those of 18LAc SAM, which can be explained by the nature of the
helix dipole on the surface which is positive for Ac18L SAM and negative for 18LAc
SAM. Also for both SAMs, the transition potential shifts to the positive with the
decrease of the pH of the solution due to the protonation of the amine group of the
terminal Lys residue (Figure 4.3).
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Figure 4.4. Current responses from peptide modified gold electrodes at different applied
potentials in 0.1 M Na2SO4 aqueous solution: Ac18L, pH = 3 (a), 7 (b) and 10 (c);
18LAc, pH = 3 (d), 7 (e) and 10 (f). Schematic diagrams of the orientation of the helix
dipole moment on gold surface are also included.
At this point some features of the current signals at different potentials can be
discussed. The intensity of the current signal is zero only near the pzc of the working
electrode and for a particular type of electrode the position of the pzc is dependent on
the pH, concentration and the nature of the supporting electrolyte of the solution,[17a,b]
and also on the nature of the molecules in the SAM.[19] If the pzc is not at 0 V (vs.
Ag/AgCl), laser irradiation produces a steady current signal at this potential (at which
laser-irradiated photocurrent generation experiments are usually performed[2]) and
depending on the position of the pzc, the direction of the current signal can be cathodic
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(Figure 4.1a) or anodic (Figure 4.1c). Note that upon changing the pH of the solution
from acidic to basic, the current signal (at 0 V) from bare gold switches from the
cathodic to the anodic direction. In photocurrent generation experiments, action spectra
of photocurrents at various wavelengths are sometimes reported[2] and compared to the
absorption spectra of the chromophores. The similarity between the two types of spectra
is claimed to be the proof for the generation of photocurrent from the chromophore. But
our observation of similar photocurrents from bare gold and non-chromophore
containing peptide modified electrodes, lead us to conclude that the phenomenon is
probably correlated to the increase of temperature due to UV-absorption of the
chromophores.[20] UV absorption is the highest at the

max

of a particular chromophore

and the associated increment in temperature is also highest at that particular wavelength
giving the most intense current signal. In addition, the binding energy of a singlet
exciton, i.e. the energy needed to split an exciton to coulumbically unbound charges, is
no less than 0.5 eV.[21] So the commencement of photoconductivity right at the onset of
optical absorption has been suggested not to be unambiguous proof for photocurrent
generation from a chromophore.[22] Furthermore, the photoemission threshold for gold is
around 200 nm (the work function of gold is around 5 eV)[23] and we do not think that
photoemission from the gold electrode is occurring due to the laser (473 nm). To date,
photocurrent generation has been reported for various systems and, since the current
signal from bare and non-chromophore containing modified electrodes is similar to the
so-called photocurrent response, at least some reports about photocurrent generation
should be revisited.
We thank the Natural Science and Engineering Research Council of Canada for
funding. H.-B. K. is the Canada Research Chair in Biomaterials.
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4.5. Supplementary Material
All reagents were purchased from Aldrich (Canada) and used as received. Milli-Q water
(18 MΩ cm resistivity, Millipore Ltd.) was used to rinse the cell and to prepare
solutions. Electrochemical measurements were carried out on a CHI 660B potentiostat
using the standard 3-electrode setup. The working, counter and reference electrodes
were polycrystalline gold electrode (diameter of 1.6 mm, BASi, IN, USA), Pt wire, and
Ag/AgCl, respectively. Before the experiment, each solution was purged with argon for
at least 20 minutes and kept under an argon atmosphere throughout the duration of the
experiment. All the experiments were carried out at room temperature (22 °C). A BS7310 OEM laser module (Intelite Inc., NV, USA): laser power 10 mW, wavelength 473 nm
and beam diameter 1.5 mm, was used as the laser source.
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Figure S4.1. Current responses from bare gold electrode in 0.1 M NaF aqueous
solution (a), after the addition of 0.4 ml of 0.1 M NaCl aqueous solution to 1 ml of 0.1
M NaF aqueous solution (b).
Both peptides form well packed films on gold from trifluoroethanolic solutions, since
cyclic voltammetry measurements for the SAM-modified gold electrodes in a 4 mM
ferricyanide/ferrocyanide in 2.0 M NaClO4 aqueous solution showed negligible redox
peak compared with a bare gold electrode.
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Figure S4.2. Cyclic voltammograms of bare (a), Ac18L (b) and 18LAc (c) modified gold
electrodes in 4 mM ferricyanide/ferrocyanide in 2.0 M NaClO4 at a scan rate of 0.1 V/s.
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Chapter 5
Effect of the Surface Curvature on the Secondary Structure of Peptides
Adsorbed on Nanoparticles

5.1. Connecting Text
The second chapter on potential applications of peptide-modified surfaces
focuses on a nano-application. Because of its biological relevance, peptide-protected
nanoparticles are becoming very popular for biomedical applications. But, it is wellknown that the structure of peptides is notoriously flexible and a peptide can act
differently because of structural differences. As we have seen in Chapter 2, the dynamic
properties may even govern the observed ET rates of the peptide film. Thus, it is very
important that the peptides chosen for a specific function retain the desired structure on
the surface of nanoparticles. This chapter describes the structural investigation of an αhelix on the surface of nanoparticles having different sizes. It has been found that the
radius of curvature of nanoparticles has a significant consequence on the structure of the
adsorbate peptides and thereby, may be a critical factor in nanoparticle-based applications.
This paper has been reproduced with the permission from J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2007, 129,
6356-6357. Copyright © 2007 American Chemical Society. This paper is co-authored by
H.-B. Kraatz. The initial idea was suggested by Prof. Kraatz and I performed the
experiments. After observing some interesting results, he advised some further
experiments. I wrote the first draft of the manuscript and Prof. Kraatz revised it several
times. The manuscript will be used verbatim in my thesis.
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5.2. Introduction
In two-dimensional self-assembled monolayers (2D-SAMs) on flat metal
surfaces, the stability and the structure of the adsorbates depend on the interactions
among neighboring molecules, for example, in alkanethiolated 2D-SAMs, the adsorbates
interact primarily through the intermolecular van der Waals forces and form well-packed
and almost defect-free monolayers.[1] On the other hand, in monolayer-protected
nanoparticles (3D-SAMs), the inter-chain distance increases as one moves outwards
from the core and the adsorbate monolayer becomes progressively less dense, defectprone and irregular.[2] Recently, peptide-protected gold nanoparticles (GNPs) have
received significant attention due to their potential relevance in biomedical applications.
Demonstrations of nuclear targeting,[3] molecular recognition[4] and protein-like
properties[5] are truly promising. However, the secondary structure of the peptide is
known to be highly dependent on the interactions with the surrounding environment,[6]
and the effect of the curvature between crystallographic faces of GNPs (which are
polyhedral species)[7] on the secondary structure of adsorbate peptides is still an
unexplored but potentially a critical issue. In this paper, we report the structural
investigation of a 16 amino-acid containing peptide in both 2D- and 3D-SAMs (having
increasing core diameters: 5, 10 and 20 nm respectively, and thereby decreasing the
curvature between crystallographic faces) on gold surfaces. We have found that the
degree of surface curvature has a profound effect on the secondary structure of the
peptide and 3D-SAMs (on nanoparticles) does not always resemble to 2D-SAMs.
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5.3. Results and Discussion
The Leu-rich peptide Ac10L (Ac-KTAL10NPC-NH2) is a synthetic model for the
α-helical conformation observed in natural proteins[8] and possesses a thiolfunctionalized Cys residue at the C-terminal (Figure 5.1). A preliminary account of the
design, synthesis and characterization of the peptide, and preparation of both 2D- and
3D-SAMs, is provided in the electronic supplementary information (ESI). We have
employed[9] Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy to probe the structure of
the peptide, since this technique has been one of the primary tools in understanding the
secondary structure of peptides in both 2D- and 3D-SAMs.[10]

Figure 5.1. Molecular structure of the peptide Ac10L.

The amide I band, which is well-known for its sensitivity to the peptide
secondary structure, appears at 1659 cm-1 for the free peptide in KBr (Figure 5.2a) and
indicates that the peptide is α-helical.[11] On flat gold surface (2D-SAM), the peptide
remains helical as Fourier transform reflection absorption infrared spectroscopy (FTRAIRS) shows Amide I band at 1674 cm-1 (Figure 5.2e). The band shifts by ~15 cm-1
compared to that in KBr, which is not related to any structural change of the α-helix on
flat gold surface, but rather due to the so-called optical effects.[10b-d,12] More specifically,
this blue shift of the amide I band depends on the orientation of the helix axis relative to
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the gold surface; the more vertical the arrangement, the higher is the shift. Similar types
of observation and interpretation were reported previously for several helical peptides in
2D-SAMs on gold surfaces.[10 b-d]

Figure 5.2. FT-IR spectra (KBr) of Ac10L: free state (a); on 5, 10 and 20 nm Au-NPCs
(b, c and d, respectively); and FT-RAIRS on flat gold surface (e). The light blue and
pink shades show regions where absorptions due to α- and β-sheet conformations occur,
respectively.
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Interestingly, IR spectrum (KBr) of the peptide on 5 nm GNPs (Figure 5.2b)
significantly differs from those of the free and 2D states. The amide I region is
composed of two additional bands: an intense band at 1627 cm-1 and a weak band at
1692 cm-1, which we assign to the presence of a β-sheet conformation of the
peptide.[13,14] For 10 and 20 nm GNPs (Figures 5.2c and 5.2d, respectively), a new
absorption band appears at 1675 cm-1 which is close to the amide I for the peptide on flat
gold surface and assigned to the α-helices present on the flat crystallographic faces of
the GNPs (shifted due to the optical effects). The band is absent in 5 nm GNPs and the
relative intensity of the band is greater in 20 nm GNPs compared to that in 10 nm, which
may be correlated to larger amount of faces in larger GNPs.[7c,d] In addition, by
comparing the spectra of the peptide on GNPs to that of the free state, we can conclude
that the absorption at 1659 cm-1 (Figures 5.2b, c and d) is due to the partially
folded/intact helical conformation at the edges and corners of GNPs where optical
effects are absent.
For 5 nm GNPs, an analogous situation is demonstrated in the amide A region
(Figure 5.2b). Two amide A bands are observed which implies the occurrence of two
types of hydrogen-bonded N-H groups. A low-energy region (at 3266 cm-1) due to the
NH groups involved in β-sheet like H-bonds (C=O···H-N)[2d,14,15] and a high-energy
region (at 3307 cm-1) corresponding to the NH groups analogous to the native helix
(intra-molecular hydrogen bonds). From the deconvoluted spectrum, it can be shown
that the peptide (on 5 nm GNPs) almost exclusively (~ 78 %) adopt β-sheet
conformation. In 10 nm GNPs, the relative content of β-sheet is reduced (~ 48 %) and if
the size is further increased (20 nm), it completely disappears (Figures 5.2b, c and d).
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Table 5.1. α-Helical and β-sheet contents of Ac10L in free, 2-D and different 3-D
SAMs from the amide A band.
α-helical
β-sheet
content (%)
content (%)
Free state
100
0
3D SAMs
5 nm GNPs
22
78
10 nm GNPs
52
48
20 nm GNPs
100
0
2D SAM
100
0
The decrease in the β-sheet and increase in the α-helical contents with the
increase in the GNP size can be rationalized as follows. At the edges and corners of
GNPs, the Au-S bond density has been reported to be higher compared to that in the
faces because of greater unsaturation of the gold atoms.[7a,b,16] So the peptides bound
through the Au-S bond at the edges and corners (of 5 and 10 nm GNPs) are close enough
to form inter-molecular H-bond containing β-sheet conformation. At the periphery
where inter-chain distance is larger because of the surface curvature, the peptides are
unable to form the inter-molecular H-bonds and adopt their native structure (helix). With
the increase of the size of the GNPs, the curvature of the faces and the degree of
unsaturation of the gold atoms at the edges and corners reduce which results in the
decrease of the Au-S bond density and the increase in the intermolecular distance. In 20
nm GNPs, the curvature of the faces is probably negligible and the Au-S bond density is
comparable to that in the faces, and the peptides are α-helical even at the edges and
corners.
Our IR investigations indicate that the peptide remain helical on flat gold surface,
but changes primarily to the β-sheet conformation on 5 nm GNPs and gradually
transforms into the native helical structure as the surface curvature is reduced by
increasing the size of the GNPs. This is in sharp contrast to that observed for structurally
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rigid unnatural amino acid Aib-containing peptides,[10a] in which the native secondary
structure (helix) is retained even on smaller GNPs (1.1-2.3 nm). So we speculate that
peptide rigidity is also very important to govern the Au-S bond density at the edges and
corners of GNPs. For the natural amino acid-containing peptide backbones which are not
as rigid as Aib-containing ones, the higher reactivity of the Au atoms (at edges and
corners)[7b] dominates and forms denser Au-S bonds, whereas for structurally rigid
peptides, bulkiness of the molecule controls the Au-S density.
Since the reactivity of a peptide is related to the secondary structure,[17] any
conformational change could seriously alter the overall activity of the peptide-protected
nanoparticles and this work may provide a somewhat cautionary note in selecting a
particular peptide sequence for nanoparticle based applications just by considering the
native structure. In addition, the size of the nanoparticle should also be taken into
consideration.
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5.7. Supplementary Information

Ac-Lys-Thr-Ala-(Leu)10-Asn-Pro-Cys-amide
Figure S5.1. Molecular structure of the peptide Ac10L.

5.7.1. Peptide Design
Leucine is the most hydrophobic of all the natural amino acids and it frequently
occurs in the helical segments of proteins.[S1] Increased helicity has been reported to be
coincident with the number of leucine incorporated in synthetic copolymers[S2] and
extensive studies of poly-aminoacids showed that poly(Leu) forms the most stable helix
because of the stronger hydrophobic interactions among the Leu residues.[S2]
Hydrophobic interaction is generally accepted as the predominant source of free energy
change that maintains the folded state of proteins.[S3] We expected that the hydrophobic
side chain of leucine would make the peptide (in self assembled monolayers on gold
surfaces): 1) well-packed and stable (van der Waals or London interactions among the
hydrophobic side chains)[S4] and 2) ordered, since leucine residues align themselves
parallel to each other along the helical interface.[S5] The N and C-terminals were
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acetylated and amidated respectively to avoid repulsions with the helix dipole. Lysine
was introduced because it has been reported to extend away from the helical
backbone[S6] and was considered to enhance the solubility of the modified gold
nanoparticles by creating a polar surface. Threonine is often found at the N-cap of αhelices;[S7] it helps to stabilize and increase the helicity of short peptides via a N-capping
interaction.[S8] We speculated that alanine might bias the threonine residue at the N-cap
toward a helical conformation and effective capping. The sequence Asn-Pro at the Cterminal has been shown to increase the helicity of peptides.[S9] The side chain of Asn
forms H-bond with the helix main chain CO that is four residues away and thereby,
stabilizes the C-terminal. Proline was introduced because of its conformational rigidity
and cyclic side chain. It is believed to reduce the entropic penalty associated with the
formation of the first helical turn and thereby, assist helix nucleation by confining the
first C=O group of the helix into the appropriate position.[S7,S10] Cys was added so that
we could assemble the peptide on gold surfaces.

5.7.2. Experimental
5.7.2.1. Materials
Fluorenylmethyloxycarbonyl

(Fmoc)-protected

L-α-amino

acids,

1-

hydroxybenzotriazole (HOBt) were purchased from SynPep (Dublin, CA). 5-(4Fmocaminomethyl-3,5-dimethoxyphenoxy)valeric acid-MBHA (PAL) resin, (1Hbenzotriazol-1-yloxy)tris(di- methylamino)phosphoniumhexafluoro phosphate (BOP)
were from Advanced ChemTech (Louisville, KY). All other reagents and solvents
including;

1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-ene

(DBU)

and

diisopropylethylamine

(DIPEA) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Canada Ltd. and used as received.
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5.7.2.2. Synthesis and Characterization
The peptide was synthesized using an Argonaut Technologies Quest 210 semiautomated Organic Synthesizer, following the Fmoc-based strategy with PAL resin (0.40.8 mmol/g, 100-200 mesh) at 0.1 mmol scale. Crude peptide was purified using Merk
silica gel 60 F254 aluminium preparatory plates. The solvent system used was
CHCl3/MeOH/CH3COOH (85/12/3 v/v/v).
Ac10L: Rf = 0.45. ESI-MS: calcd for C87H158N19O19S = 1805.2 [M+H]+; found: 903.1
[M+2H]2+.
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Scheme S5.1. Peptide synthesis protocol.
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5.7.2.3. Circular Dichroism (CD) Spectroscopy
CD spectrum was taken with an Applied Photophysics π*-180 instrument at 22 ±
1ºC. The spectropolarimeter was calibrated daily with an aqueous solution of
recrystallized ammonium camphorsulfonate-10-d. Ellipticity is reported as the mean
residue ellipticity (θ, in deg·cm2·dmol-1) and calculated as, θ = θobs(MRW/10lc), where
θobs is the ellipticity measured in millidegrees, MRW is the mean residue molecular
weight of the polypeptide molecular weight divided by the number of amino acid
residues, c is the concentration of the sample in mg/ml, and l is the optical path length of
the cell in centimeters. Wavelength scans were performed in a 0.1 mm CD cell. The
peptide (in trifluoroethanol) showed an intense maximum at ~190-191 nm and minima
at ~206-207 and 220-222 nm, which are generally accepted as the characteristics of the
helical structure.[S11]

Figure S5.2. CD spectrum of Ac10L in trifluoroethanol at 22 ± 1ºC.
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5.7.2.4. Peptide-Coated MPCs Synthesis
0.2 ml of citrate-stabilized gold nanoparticles (Sigma-Aldrich Canada Ltd.) was
added drop wise to a vigorously stirred trifluoroethanolc solution (4 ml) of Ac10L (2
mg) over 10 minutes. Then the solution was stirred at room temperature for 48 hours.
The peptide-coated nanoparticles were precipitated by centrifuging the solution at 14000
rpm. The supernatant solution containing unreacted peptides was discarded and 1 ml of
TFE was added in the vial, centrifuged and again the supernatant solution was discarded.
The process was repeated until the supernatant solution showed the absence of unreacted
peptides in ATLC.

5.7.2.5. Preparation of 2D-SAM
To make 2D-SAM, Au on Si (100) (Platypus Technologies, Inc) wafer was
incubated in 0.1 mM peptide in trifluoroethanolic solution for 5 days.

5.7.2.6. Infrared Spectroscopy
A Bio-Rad FTS-40 system was used to record the IR spectra. Origin 7.0
(OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, MA) was employed to deconvolute the spectra.
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Figure S5.3. Amide A of Ac10L modified 5 nm Au-NPCs.

Figure S5.4. Amide A of Ac10L modified 10 nm Au-NPCs.
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5.7.2.7. UV-Vis Absorption Spectroscopy
UV-vis spectra were taken in TFE solution with a Varian Cary 5 UV-vis
spectrophotometer at room temperature.

Figure S5.5. UV-vis absorption spectra of Ac10L modified Au-NPCs in
trifluoroethanolc solution (~1 mg/ml). However, the concentration is not correct because
the modified NPCs showed precipitation over time.

5.7.2.8. Transmission Electron Microscopy
TEM phase contrast images were obtained with a Philips TEM 4101 LS.

Figure S5.6. TEM images of Ac10L modified Au-NPCs: (a) 5 nm, (b) 10 nm and (c) 20
nm.
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Chapter 6
General Discussions and Conclusions

As discussed in Chapter 1 (section 1.5), the controversy about the electron
transfer (ET) phenomenon in helical peptides[1-12] motivated me to investigate this
important area of research. A better understanding in this regard is necessary to elucidate
the complex biological ET processes and explore the possibility of using this particular
structural motif as scaffolds for molecular electronics. In my approach, I studied ET in
some synthetic α-helical peptides. The peptides were equipped with a cysteine
sulfhydryl group which enabled the formation of thin films on gold surfaces. In Chapter
2, I described the investigation of ET in a redox-active helical peptide (Fc18L)
assembled in two types of films which differ by the alignment of the dipole moment of
the helices on the surface of gold electrodes: in SAM1, the dipole moments of the
peptides were aligned in the same direction, whereas in SAM2, they were opposite. The
ET rate for Fc18L, measured electrochemically, was found an order of magnitude lower
in SAM2 than that in SAM1. This observation can be rationalized by the difference in
molecular dynamics (MD) of the two films. In SAM2, the peptides are more rigid due to
the presence of intermolecular dipole-dipole interactions,[13,14] leading to the restriction
of MD in this film. I suggest that ET may involve some active conformers which are
only accessible if the peptide is dynamic, and the rate of formation of the conformers
govern the overall ET efficiency i.e. the faster the dynamics, the faster is the rate of ET.
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While Jones II and Vullev suggested

[15]

the involvement of the dynamic properties of

helical peptides before, my studies described in this thesis are the first to demonstrate the
involvement directly. My results explain the discrepancy in the literature about the
conductivity of the α-helix (note that Batchelder et al. reported[10] the α-helix as an
excellent conductor whereas Inai et al. described[11,12] it as an insulator). Depending on
the difference in the amino acid sequences, different helices may have unlike flexibility
and dynamic properties. So, according to my findings, ET can vary in different helices
of comparable length just because of the difference in their dynamics: helices with more
flexibility are expected to show more conductivity due to increased dynamics. In
addition, assuming a static scenario i.e. a fixed distance between the donor (D) and the
acceptor (A) is also incorrect because of the dynamic properties of the bridging peptide.
During the long range ET, the D-A separation may vary and give rise to several
conformers which can be different from each other in terms of the D-A separation and/or
the coupling efficiency. The models (“distance” by Dutton,[16] “pathway” by Beraton[17])
that are used to interpret and compare the ET rates of different helices reported in the
literature,[5,6] consider the D-B-A system static during ET and do not deal with the
dynamic nature of the helix. So the comparison of ET rates in different helices having
comparable D-A separation is meaningless unless their dynamic properties are proven to
be similar under the experimental conditions employed. For example, the work reported
by Zheng et al.[5] can be mentioned where the intramolecular H-bond was deleted and
the ET rate was compared to that of the native structure. This type of comparison is
prone to be incorrect as the dynamics of the two will not be the same. My investigations
also point out why the ET rates for helices in solutions are orders of magnitude higher[1]
than those in films on surfaces.[2] The α-helix is very dynamic in solution,[18] but when
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the molecule is assembled in a film, its MD can be visualized to reduce and hence, can
give lower ET rates.
The effect of dynamics on ET in the α-helix indicates a more complex picture of
ET in proteins which generally contain several helical segments.[19,20] The dynamic
nature of proteins is well-established,[21] and there is a high probability that numerous
conformational changes may take place at the time scale of the long range ET process
and affect the overall ET rates. In fact, as was recently shown,[10] dynamic processes are
crucial in ET in proteins. My findings also give a clue why the discussion of ET in
proteins is debated. Depending on the nature of the protein and the experimental
conditions, the degree of protein dynamics can be different. So, once again, I suggest
that comparing ET rates of different proteins which may have similar D-A separation, is
not useful because of their difference in dynamics and there is an urgent need to develop
improved theoretical models for ET that deal with this inherent property of
peptides/proteins.
As a next step in my investigation, the ET kinetics of helical peptides was
investigated in detail, for a number of films prepared from α-helical peptides having
increasing lengths. The peptides showed a very weak distance dependence of ET and
when these rates were compared to those of some published Fc-peptides on surface,[2,22]
two distinct ET regimes were clearly evident. For smaller peptides, the ET rate decreases
exponentially with the distance (the decay constant β = 1.0 Ǻ-1), indicating that the ET
kinetics are governed by a tunneling mechanism.[23] But after ~2.5 nm, ET decreases
very weakly (β = 0.04 Ǻ-1). Isied observed[24] similar type of transition for the ET in
oligoprolines and suggested this as a signature of change in the ET mechanism. He
speculated, following some theoretical work[25,26] on long-range ET, that the tunneling of
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an electron from the donor to the acceptor becomes energetically unfavorable when the
bridge becomes longer. In these cases, a bridge-mediated sequential hopping mechanism
takes place which is weakly distant dependent in nature. But my observation of the
absence of the redox-activity of Ac-peptides indicates that the peptide backbone itself is
not prone to either oxidation or reduction and rules out the hopping mechanism. In
addition, electronic structure calculations of the molecular orbitals in an ideal but short
model helical peptide revealed an HOMO-LUMO gap of ~ 5 eV, which is much higher
than the onset of conduction observed in STS. This indicates that the moving electron
from the D to the A does not use the molecular orbital and its transfer follows the
tunneling mechanism. I suspect that the transition of the ET rates with the length of the
bridge is most likely related to the structural change of the peptide at ~2.5 nm; the
peptides become longer and adopt a regular helical structure. I should point out that the
oligoprolines studied by Isied also show the change when they adopt the helical
polyproline II structure.[27] Newton theoretically predicted[28] that in both the α-helix and
the polyproline II structures, the π-π interactions among the neighboring amide groups
become possible and ET could be more favorable due to enhanced electronic coupling
between the D and the A through the bridging peptide. Furthermore, electronic coupling
has been calculated[28] to be stronger in the former (the α-helix) due to the presence of
the intramolecular H-bond network (note that oligoprolines lack H-bonds). The
importance of the H-bond in electron tunneling has been demonstrated by several
groups.[4,29] Beratan and Gray suggested[29] that a H-bond is equivalent to two covalent
bonds in mediating ET. This supports Maran’s suggestion[4] that with the addition of a
new amino acid residue in the helix, a new H-bond is formed which may compensate for
the increase in the D-A separation. These also agree with the ET studies[30-32] of
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oligoprolines and collagen-mimics (triple helix containing inter-molecular H-bonds)[33]
performed in our lab; we observed higher rates in the later (collagen-mimics). Although,
the pattern of the H-bond in collagen-mimics is different than that in the α-helix,
considering numerous repports[4,29] on the importance of H-bond on ET, we think that
the H-bond network in the α-helix is responsible for the weak distance dependence (β =
0.04 Ǻ-1). The value of β is weaker than that observed for the longer oligoprolines
studied by Isied (β = 0.18 Ǻ-1),[24] because of the lack of H-bond in the later. It can also
be pointed out that the distance dependence of ET (and thereby the value of β) just
signifies the conductive nature of the bridge, for example, saturated alkane chains show
β = 1.0 Ǻ-1,[23] whereas the highly conductive oligophenylenevinylene (OPV) derivatives
have β = 0.06 Ǻ-1 for which ET also follows the tunneling mechanism.[34] So change of
the β value should not be considered as an indication of a change in the ET mechanism
as was suggested by Isied.[24]
One of the major goals of my study was to investigate the nature of the ET
active coformers in the α-helix. I found that the peptides exist in solutions as dynamic
mixtures of two closely related helical conformers (α and 310). In the literature, the
dynamics of this equilibrium is reported to be very fast (τ ~ ns) in solution.[18] But the
dynamics, as shown by Kimura, is reduced when the molecule is in a film (τ ~ 50s).[34b]
This time scale agrees well with our ET rates. The 310 conformer is reported to be more
conductive than the α-helix because of the shorter and hence, stronger H-bonds (even
though the D-A separation in this case is larger).[18] So, I think that 310 is a possible ET
active conformer and the the dynamics between the two conformers govern the overall
ET rate.
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Because of the difference in the H-bonding pattern between the α-helix and the
collagen-mimics, it may not be judicial to compare their ET properties from a strict point
of view. Nevertheless, they both contain H-bonds. Impedance spectroscopy showed the
presence of large diffusion during ET in collagen films,[31] whereas in my studies the
diffusion is negligible. These observations, following the findings in Chapter 2, can be
correlated to the higher ET rates observed in collagen-mimics[31] compared to the αhelix.
These discoveries, led to the study of photo-electron transfer. Literature reports
suggested that photocurrents can be observed in peptides decorated with suitable
photoactive moieties.[35-38] However, as was quickly discovered and is reported in
Chapter 4, a photocurrent was produced from bare gold and non-chromophore
containing helical peptides, and both the direction and the intensity of this signal can be
changed by the pH and nature of the electrolyte in solution. The results described in
Chapter 4 clearly demonstrate that the photocurrent can be ascribed to the heating of the
electrode by the laser and is not due to a “true” photocurrent generated from electron
transfer from an excited chromophore to the gold surface as was reported in the
literature.[35-38]
Finally in Chapter 5, a short ten leucine containing α-helical peptide was
assembled on the surface of gold nanoparticles having different sizes and different
degrees of surface curvature. FT-IR studies revealed that changes occur in the peptide
secondary structure as a function of nanoparticle size. This is the first observation of its
kind outlining an effect of nanoparticle size on an attached peptide. On a 5 nm Au
particle, the peptide adopts primarily a β-sheet structure and gradually regains the native
helical conformation as the curvature of the surface is reduced by increasing the size of
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the nanoparticles. The reasons for these observations are probably the flexibility of the
peptide studied and the higher reactivity of the Au atoms at the corners and edges of the
nanoparticles.[39,40] In smaller nanoparticles, the curvature is high and the Au atoms at
these sites are more reactive because of greater unsaturation. Thus, the density of the
Au-S bond at the corners and edges is so high that the bulky helical peptides are forced
to adopt a β-sheet conformation which is more stretched in comparison to the compact
α-helical structure. With the increase of the nanoparticle size, the reactivity and hence,
the Au-S density becomes similar to those at the faces and the peptide can retain their
native helical conformation. Previously, Maran studied[41] the structure of some helices
containing the unnatural amino acid (AA) Aib on smaller nanoparticles (< 2.5 nm in
diameter). Aib-rich helices are structurally very rigid and can retain their native structure
on the surface of the nanoparticles. But my studies which involve a flexible α-helix of
natural AAs, clearly demonstrates the effect of the nanoparticles on the structure of
biomolecules. These findings are important because peptide-protected nanoparticles are
suggested to be relevant candidates for biomedical applications.[42-45] According to my
investigations, the flexibility of the peptide and the size of the nanoparticles should be
considered.
In conclusion, I think that I have achieved the objectives described in Section 1.7
of Chapter 1. By using model peptides, I have shown that the dynamic property plays a
cruicial role in ET in helical peptides. These findings along with the work on collagenmimics performed in our lab and Barton’s work[46,47] on DNA may indicate the
involvement of a common dynamically modulated ET in these semi-rigid systems. I
hope that the results will be useful to understand the highly efficient biological ET
processes and may offer a new direction in developing improved theoretical models for
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ET. The investigations on photocurrent generation clearly demonstrate the necessity for
advanced experimental techniques to explore natural photosystems. Finally, the work on
peptide-protected nanoparticles points to the importance of a more in-depth study on the
peptide stability and the size of the nanoparticle for efficient biomedical applications.
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